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PIONEER SQUARE

Innovative
boutiques
revitalize
old district

Faculty and staff donate in record numbers
Seattle University received $273,604 in gifts from
faculty and staff in 2009
Kelton Sears

Senior Staff Writer
Seattle University's faculty and
staff are giving back to the school
at exceptionally high rates, donating money to the institution in
large numbers.

According to research done by
Helen Sernett, assistant director of
Annual Giving, Seattle University's
faculty and staff had the highest rate
of giving when compared to five
other peer institutions —including
Gonzaga University, University ofSan
Francisco and Portland University.

In 2009, the University received $273,604 in gifts from
faculty and staff across campus.
Overall participation reached 32
percent, exceeding the school's goal
of 30 percent, a 7 percent increase
from 2008.
Faculty and staff giving has always existed at Seattle U, but the
formalized version, which took the
form of the Faculty and Staff Giving

Campaign, did not begin until six
years ago. This year, a committee
led by co-chairs Laurie Prince and
Richard Cunningham served as
stewards for giving, communicating
to faculty to staff the importance of
giving. Committee members serve
as representatives in
their specific schools on
Page
campus, advocating and
soliciting to peers.
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Dance Marathon nets big numbers

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

High-end shops bring
business to the area and
venues for local art
Mary Pauline Diaz
Entertainment Editor

Just offof the waterfront on
Western Avenue, a road overshadowed by grungy buildings
that almost looks like an alleyway, local hip-hop artists The
Physics and J Pinder get ready
to play an intimate show in a
little local candy shop. Though
hailed by The New York Times,
its tiny storefront is no bigger
than a Campion dorm room
but has all the usual treats in the
window: gum drops, lollipops,
Alexander McQueen sneakers.
Push one of the walls of
candy jars, and you'll enter the
rest of Gems Sneaker Shop,
an minimally designed space
of black walls trimmed with
Timberland boots, Pumas, PF
Flyers and more men's fashion
sneakers.
Gems is just one of many
innovative boutiques that have
become increasingly prevalent
in Pioneer Square, bringing
unique shopping and style to
the neighborhood as well as new
spaces for local artists to show
off their work.
"Pioneer Square
Page
was kind of an untapped market,"
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Breanne Overton was one of the 400 students who participated in this
year's Dance Marathon. Dancers were on their feet for 16 hours. The
event raised more than $20,000 for Seattle Children's Hospital.
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Provost protests Gregoire's budget proposal
Seattle University one of 10 private institutions
opposing work study cuts
Seamus McKeon
Staff Writer
The Office of the Provost wants
aid students who might lose
their work study positions.
In a statement released in
January, Provost Crawford declared
his concern regarding proposed
to
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cuts to Washington State financial
aid in Governor Gregoire's 2011
budget proposal and encouraged
others to contact their legislators.
It is the only such statement that
has been released by the university. ASSU and Student Financial
Services have been unable to comment on the matter in recent weeks

££ 28, 2010
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due to the lack of an official stance,
and the provost declined comment
on the situation.
The cuts, proposed in response
to a $2.6 billion state budget shortfall, include a suspension of state
work study and several other needbased programs. Nearly 300 students at Seattle University received
work study funds during the past
academic year, and the program is
the only form of need-based aid

««

available to graduate and professional students. If cut, the program would have no assurance of
future reinstatement.
Students at private and public
universities across Washington have
been organizing in recent weeks to
oppose the cuts, coordinating lobbying and protest efforts around the state.
Page
Public institutions have
worked with established
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POLICY

'Don't ask, don't tell' opposition
prompts ROTC response
Frances Dinger
News Editor

Jenny Graves, senior civil engineering major, was given a medical discharge from ROTC for her
asthma during her freshman year
but did not fight the decision
because she did not want to risk
being outed as a lesbian trying to
enter the Air Force.
The U.S. military's policy
"don't ask, don't tell" bars openly
gay men and women from serving
in the military; it also allows the
military to discharge any members who are outed as gay during
their service.
Graves was a ROTC student
for four years during high school
and an Air Force ROTC cadet at
University of Washington during her freshman year at Seattle
University.

More than 13,500
soldiers have been

discharged under
the current policy.
"I probably could have fought
the decision and won," Graves said
who was also the president of the
Triangle Club during the 20082009 academic year. "There was
never any blatant homophobia
that I saw [in ROTC], but I didn't

hang out with a lot of ROTC
people for fear that they were going to figure things out [about
my sexuality]."
Graves said she would have

fought the medical discharge had
"don't ask don't tell" not been in
play.
Top pentagon officials advised
Congress earlier this month that it
may be in the U.S. military's best
interest to end "don't ask don't
tell."
According to Servicemember's
Legal Defense Network, more than
13,500 servicemen and women
have been discharged for being
gay since "don't ask don't tell" was
implemented in 1994.
"No matter how I look at this issue, I cannot escape being troubled
by the fact that we have in place
a policy which forces young men
and women to lie about who they
are in order to defend their fellow
citizens," Admiral Mike Mullen
told a Senate panel Feb. 2.
The Pentagon is currently in a
45-day review period, evaluating
the language of the law with an
emphasis on making sure servicemembers outed by a third party
are not penalized. The policy will
also be under year-long review
to gauge how current servicemembers would feel about the

possible repeal.
Seattle University is currently
home to one of the top ranked
ROTC programs in the country
consistently ranking in the
10
top
percent. With seniors in the
—

program about to graduate and enter the Army, ROTC students fit
into this young demographic that
could provide important feedback
during the Pentagon's review.
Jesse David, senior philosophy
major, expressed indifference over
the possible repeal.

The military will work
either way, but if we
end it, we will discharge
fewer soldiers.
Isaac Brown
Senior

"Policies are policies," said
David, who is the 19th ranked
ROTC cadet in the country.
He clarified to say he would
not follow any policy implemented but there is a degree
of respect that must be upheld
for the civilian leadership of
the military.
Isaac Brown, senior history
major, supports the possibility of

repeal.
"I think the military will work
either way," said Brown, an ROTC
cadet. "But if we end it, we will
discharge fewer soldiers."
Brown also expressed concern
over the fact that discharging soldiers means wasting money on
training them when they will not

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Jenny Graves is a former ROTC student who did not challenge her
medical discharge to protect herself and her girlfriend.
be able to fulfill theircommitment
the military.
Many of the concerns over
the repeal arise out of the issue
of comfort for the soldiers, fearing that straight soldiers would be
uncomfortable living and working in close quarters with openly
gay colleagues. Air Force General
Norton Schwartz told Congress
Tuesday that he did not think this
was the appropriate time to "perturb the force" while it is engaged
to

wars.
Brown disregarded the concern
for comfort, noting that soldiers
have a talent for adjusting to new
situations.
"When soldiers were racially
integrated, some of the same
comments [about comfort] were
made," Brown said. "And what do
you know, they got over it."
in two

Frances may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

Sophomore appointed to Core review committee
Christina Weidnar the lone candidate
for Core renewal position
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer
Students

now

in the Core
review process.

have

a voice

Curriculum

Sophomore Christina
Weidnar will serve as the student representative on the Core
Review Committee.
"I'm jazzed about the opportunity to work with other community members to build on what we
have now," said Weidnar, history
and English major.
Weidnar will be working with
i 7 professors and faculty members
who are to begin meeting at the
end of winter quarter. The purpose
of the Core Review Committee, as
laid out by Provost Isiaah Crawford
in the Academic Strategic Action
Plan, will be to take a second look
at

the University's 25-year-old

Core curriculum and rejuvenate
it to make it more relevant to
today's student and the modern

world. The end goal of the committee is to have a new Core implemented by Fall 2012. Weidnar
was selected by ASSU indirectly
for the position on the committee. Weidnar applied for a separate committee through ASSU in
fall quarter, for which she was
not selected.

I'm jazzed about
the opportunity to
work with other

community members.
Christina Weidnar
Sophomore

"Frankly, she was overqualified for it," said McKenzie Weber,
junior political science major.
"We'd asked her before if she'd

be interested in serving

on

other

academically focused committees, and she said that would
be great."
Weber, ASSU vice president of university affairs, kept
Weidnar in mind after an allcampus e-mail calling for individuals interested in a chair on
the Core Review Committee
went unanswered.
Weidnar jumped at the opportunity to serve.
"ASSU is the most direct way
for students to affect the university, and I think that's important,"
Weidnar said.
Weidnar is hoping not only
to utilize her experiences, but the
experiences of all Seattle U students as well. Weidnar said she is
hoping to gather ideas for bettering the Core by talking to peers,
and is looking to organize surveys
through ASSU to gather a holistic picture of student opinion in
regards to the Core. One request
she has gathered from students is
a call for a more global perspective
in classes.

"I'd like to see more classes
that don't focus on Western history, philosophy and English,"
Weidnar said. "I don't think that's
reflective of the school's interest in
global communities."

We'd asked her
before if she'd be

interested in serving

on other committees.
McKenzie Weber

Junior
At the same time, Weidnar has
her own hopes for the Core.
"I'd like to see the Core be
more reflective of what we need
to do after we graduate after
college, as well as embody our
Jesuit values."
Realizing the Jesuit mission is
a unique and valuable aspect of
Seattle U's identity as a school,

Weidnar has placed an emphasis
on that goal in particular. Weidnar
has also been toying with various
"what if" situations.
"Things like, what if we were
required to take an economics
or statistics class? Even though
I'm a history and English major, I feel like those classes
were really helpful for me,"
Weidnar said.
Looking at those non-traditional Core classes that could help
a wide variety of'students build
up a base for their education has
been another major consideration
for Weidnar. While Weidnar is
excited to serve on the committee
and represent students, she is still
a little nervous.
"I was looking at the list of the
18 committee members and it was
'doctor doctor doctor, then Ms.
Weidnar, then doctor doctor.'"
Weidnar said. "But it'll be great.
I'm going to be working with some
really awesome professors."

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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Bookstore remodel in planning stages
Plans include a Nike
concept store,
new lighting and carpet

examine critically its own practices as well as those of its vendors
and sub-contractors."
In the past Nike has been at the
Zachary Dunn
center of criticism for its association
Staff Writer
with sweatshops.
"Presently the [Anti-Sweatshop]
Although the Seattle University committee has not identified any
bookstore will remain independent, specific sweatshop issues with Nike,"
its face may begin to change in the Spencer said, not speaking on behalf
coming months as university officials of the Anti-Sweatshop committee.
make plans for a remodel.
"Nike is on our radar. But in terms
The plan according to bookof an egregious violation we have not
store manager Bob Spencer:
been able to identify anydiing as of
"Give a 30-year-old operation a right now."
new facelift."
Seattle U's Anti-Sweatshop
The store will be brought up Committee will meet March 4 with
to date with new carpeting, lights
Nike on its agenda. The committee
and possibly a new storefront with will organize a campus-wide discusfresh doors.
sion regarding the issue, which will
Facilities Services will schedule include faculty, staff and students.
the sub-contracting to replace the The conclusion of this dialogue will
be decisive for a Seattle U decision
carpets and lights beginning sometime this summer.
about Nike on campus.
Remodeling will also mean es"Any Nike products in the booktablishing more ofan Athletics presstore will take place if there is a broad
ence in die bookstore. This includes discussion and a consensus on caminstalling a video system to re-run pus that we want to expand Nike
Seattle U sports games as well as disproducts," Spencer said.
playing adiletics-related photographs
A decision to incorporate Nike
and posters around the store.
into the bookstore will not be
Other ideas for the updated reached until sometime toward the
bookstore include the addition of a end of spring.
Nike concept store, but the add-on
However, more planning and
plans could come under fire.
communication between Finance
The university's code of conand Facilities must happen before
duct states: "By its very nature as any real estimates for the cost of the
a teaching and research institurenovation can be made.
tion concerned with questions of
"Right now it's all pretty prelimihuman rights, Seattle University nary," saidRon Smith, vice president
takes seriously its responsibility for Finance and Business Affairs.
to

"We're moving forward as fast as we
can, but we need to go through all
the steps."
The bookstore would also like to
enhance its governance structure.
The Bookstore Advisory Board
made
is
up of undergrads, graduate
students, faculty, staff and administrative representatives. According to
Spencer, die board plans to strengthen the communication channels between representatives and their constituencies with regular advertising
and a permanent link on the bookstore Web site that allows anyone
to reach their representative more
efficiently. As well, the Bookstore
Advisory Board could obtain more
oversight responsibilities over the
bookstore and set up an orderly
communication structure with the
Academic Advisory Council.
Plans to expand the bookstore
into the space Human Resources
recently vacated have been discontinued. Structurally, it is impossible
to create a connected space because
the walls between die bookstore and
HR space are incompatible widi die
merger plans. Now, die bookstore
must reevaluate internally, using the
space it has.
"There isn't an inch of space anywhere to improve in terms of getting more merchandise in the same
space. We are going to have to take a
step back and reconsider our plans,"
Spencer said.

Zachary can ber reached at
zdunn@su-spectator.com
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Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988)for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
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sign-up through school acceptance.
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PHEED hungry to
help students with
eating disorders
10 percent of female
college students suffer
from eating disorders
Kat Catlett

Staff Writer
PHEED
to

wants

students

change the way they

at

their bodies.

People Helping End Eating
Disorders (PHEED) was founded
by president Mandi Thomas and
vice president Mathew Lane in
October 2009 to educate students
on the prevalence ofeating disorders. Together they researched to
find other eating disorder awareness programs on college campuses across the nation, but were
unable to find any.
"Its not talked about enough
on campuses for how. prevalent it
is," said Carissa Perkins, freshman
environmental studies major and
member of PHEED.
According to statistics released
by the National Institute of
Medical Health, approximately
10 percent of female college students suffer from borderline or
clinical eating disorders.
"College is where a lot of
people begin to develop eating
disorders," said Thomas, sophomore social work major.
They also hope to be able to
promote discussion on the topic
as it's seen by many to be taboo.
The National Eating Disorders
Association (NEDA) reports
anorexia as having the highest
premature mortality rate of any
psychiatric disorder.

College is where

a lot of people
begin to develop
eating disorders.
Mandi Thomas
PHEED President

"It kills and hurts too many
people not to be stopped,"
said Lane, sophomore
economics major.
PHEED's long term goals
focus primarily on public policy

policies for eating disorders and
change the way the media promotes being thin. Their first step
in advocating for change will be
to host a letter-writing campaign
in which students will write to
their state legislatures. PHEED
will then send all the letters out
once to demonstrate how passionate students are about the issue. A date for the campaign is
yet to be released.
They also hope to spread
awareness to other college
campuses.

at

PHEED hopes to spread
awareness to other
college campuses.
"We want there to be something like PHEED on every campus," Perkins said.
The members of PHEED are
hoping to host an eating disorder awareness walk sometime
during spring quarter. Their goal
is to create a city-wide walk that
would allow participants to march
in honor of those who have suffered or are currently suffering
from eating disorders.
Aside from educating the public, PHEED also hopes to provide
resources to students suffering
from eating disorders. They are
beginning to develop a database
of therapists, dieticians and doctors all in the local area who specialize in eating disorders, linked
with the types of insurance they
accept at these practices.
They are also looking into
providing more specific peer support than what is offered in the "A
Group for Every Body" sessions
sponsored by CAPS.
After only two meetings,
PHEED already has more than
25 members and 215 fans on its
Facebook page. The organization hopes to continue to grow

by reaching out to students through fliers, tables durinterest

ing meals and their Facebook
page. They are also beginning
to hold regular meetings on the
first and third Wednesday of every month in Administration 220
so that students can easily access
the club.
"There's a need for PHEED,"
Lane said.

and awareness. They hope to
change the way Barbie dolls are
proportioned, the size requirements models in the US must
Kat may be reached at
fulfill, strengthen insurance acatlett@su-spectator.com

su .spectator.com/blog
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CRIME REPORTS

Broom assault,
Subway robbery,
ransacking
A Safeway employee was pepper sprayed Feb. 14 trying to stop
a thief in the parking lot. The
employee observed as the suspect placed a bottle ofalcohol in
her jacket and attempted to leave
without paying.
The employee had recognized
the thief—-a woman who was already trespass banned from all
Safeway business for previous

theft incidents. Asked to stop
in the parking lot, the woman
yelled at the employee, sprayed,
turned and ran away.

Robbery
The Subway restaurant at
Howell Street and Yale Avenue
was robbed Feb. 14. At approximately 3:30 p.m. a woman entered the Subway and proceeded
into the employee-only area.
The suspect grabbed the
Subway employee from behind
with a head-lock type hold. The
suspect stated that she had a gun
and if she was not given the money she would shoot rhe employee.
The suspect left with approximately $370 but was followed
by a witness to the cab stand at
the Greyhound bus station.
The suspect paid a stranger
$10 to take her to the Central
District. Given a description of
the car, police were able to arrest
the woman at 7th Avenue and
Union Street.

Robbery
A Holly Park home was burglarized Feb. 14. The suspects
gained entry to the home by

breaking a window and ransacked the home. Many of the
owner's belongings were broken and tipped over and food
was thrown on the walls. It appeared the only stolen item was
the television. The suspects had
lit candles in the living room,
placed cushions on the floor and
appeared to have eaten some of
the victim's food.

On a kitchen place
mat the suspects
wrote "Ha, Ha LOL!"
On a kitchen placemat the
suspects wrote "Ha, Ha LOL!"

Assault
In the early hours of Feb. 14
a woman was attacked with a
broomstick outside her home.
Upon arriving home and exiting her car near 19th Avenue and

East Marion Street, a group of
four to five black male teenagers started walking toward her.
One separated from the group
and said, "Here I come," as he
ran toward her.
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A woman was

attacked with a
broomstick.
The suspect swung the broom,

striking her once in the head. The
suspects then ran eastbound on
East Marion Street. When police
arrived at the scene the woman
had a large bump on her forehead with a one-inch cut in the
middle of it pouring blood onto
her face.
Assault

A fight between two men
erupted at Gameworks downtown Feb. 14 because one man
took an abnormally long time to
use the restroom.

The victim in the fight asked
staff to check on the man in the
bathroom because he had been
in there approximately 20 minutes. The suspect then charged
out of the restroom at the victim,
putting his arms around his neck
and stating something to the extent of not being on drugs.
The victim shrugged off the
suspect, who then charged again.
The victim punched the suspect
in the face once before the incident was broken up.
Assault
A dispute over a $5 parking
fee at a garage at Minor Avenue
and East James Street ended in
assault charges Feb. 14.
The driver of a vehicle exiting
the garage refused to pay the fee.
He became angry and yelled out
that he did not have to pay last
weekend when the gate was left
open. As the driver attempted
to navigate around the gate the
security officer attempted to stop
him by placing his hands on the
cars hood. The driver revved his
engine and bumped the security
officer with the bumper of his
car.
After being pushed back approximately eight feet the security officer moved out of the way
and was struck by the driver's
side mirror as the car accelerated
away. The driver then got out of
his car and accused the security
officer of breaking his mirror.
The driver was arrested when
police arrived.
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Dance Marathon
exceeds last year's
mark by $7,000
Fernando Sioson
Assisntant News Editor
Seattle University's third annual
Dance Marathon set a new fundraising record this year, collecting just
over $20,000 Feb. 20. The event,
which raises money for the Seattle
Children's Hospital uncompensated
care program.
It surpassed its previous mark of
$13,000 last year and soundly surpassed its mark of $5,000 two years
ago, when Dance Marathon first hit
the scene. So far, Seattle U Dance
Marathon has raised approximately
$40,000.

The 16-hour long dance party
saw over 400 students on their
feet from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. Sitting
down or sleeping is not allowed A
healthy supply offood and drink is
provided and bathroom breaks were
common, but participants were encouraged to stay for the entire length
of the event.

was not the only acFivThe music, played by a
available.
ity
live DJ, is accompanied by games,
karaoke sessions, dance lessons and
intense dance competitions. Event
staffled the activities in order to keep
the atmosphere energized.

Dancing

Dancers were also treated to presentations about Seattle Children's
services to get an idea of where the
raised funds are going. The presentations included videos of Children's
Hospital families telling their stories
and general information on other
ways to donate to Children's.
"This is very exciting and a testament to the SU community," said
Shasta Lewis, English literature major
and event organizer. "I'm so proud
that we came together to help children
receiving care from Seattle Children's
and to take a litde of the burden off
their families."
Dance Marathons are particularly popular in East Coast schools
but are beginning to gain more

Matthew Brady

|

The Spectator

Activities such as team based dance competitions and other games were common at the Marathon.
Students were allowed to use the bathroom but stood for most of the 16 hours.
popularity here. The University
of South Carolina held a Dance
Marathon on the same night as Seattle
U. Their 24-hour version of the event
raised over $140,000 for a similar

children's hospital.

greater benefit to the

ASSU faculty adviser Renata
Opocznski hopes that next year's
Dance Marathon surpasses even
this year's mark in order to bring

at

needy families

Seattle Children's hospital.

Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com
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Join us at the Hearth and support
your fellow Seattle U students as they get the

chance to showcase their talents!

Albers School of
Business' drive for
competition led it to a
healthy 72 percent participation among staff. University
Advancement came close to Albers
with 71 percent participation with
Athletics next came with 56 percent. Undoubtedly, the School of
Theology and Ministry sook home
the prize of highest participation at
an impressive 100 percent among
Cover
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faculty and staff.
"I find it really effective for the

Night of the Office

Come kick back and watch a
marathon of your favorite TV show "The Office" on
the big screen. Free event!

bS^b^B

Hair A documentary comedy by Chris Rock as

e explores African-American hairstyles. Co-Sponsored

by The Privilege Race Planning Committee. Free food!

ft
New Moon The second part of the infamous
Twilight Saga! Team Edward or Team Jacob?
Co-Sponsored by KSUB.

representatives to add their own
voice and speak to their group,"
said Helen Sernett, who oversees
much of the campaign. "It is tellingly obvious that the messages that
are effective coming from a School
of Theology rep are much different
than those coming from someone
in the Albers School."
Mary Rose Bumpus, assistant
professor of Christian Spirituality,
believes that a shared appreciation
within the School of Theology could
explain its high success rate.
"Folks here really see this place as
extremely valuable in its contribution to the church and the world,"
Bumpus said.
Bumpus also has personal reasons for her continued donations
to the school since 2004.
"It became very clear to me my
first year here that SU really does
work to create a more just and humane world," Bumpus said. "It was
really driven home when I saw the
University bringing Tent City here
that this mission was really alive."
In Feb. 2005, Seattle U served as
the host to a local tent city that provided a home for homeless members
on the school's tennis courts.

This is one of the reasons Richard

Cunningham, co-chair of the Giving
Campaign, sees faculty and staff giving as so important.
"We live in an increasingly
violent world that is really quite
greedy," Cunningham said. "We as
a faculty have to send a message to
the student that we are willing to
give back to a school that is working
towards a better world, in hopes of
inspiring them to give as well."
Laurie Prince, who has given
to the university each of the 15
years she has worked here, decided to step up her involvement
this year and become co-chair of
the campaign.

SU really does work

to create a more just
and humane world.
Mary Rose Bumpus

Christian Spirituality Professor

"I know what it takes for students
be here, and I see how hard they
work to be here, so supporting them
financially is just one more way to
help," said Prince, director of New
Student and Family Programs.
Prince hopes that the giving campaign sends a message to students.
"It's kind of like 'Hey, we believe in you!' Not only are we here
to teach, [...] but we believe in the
mission and the values that we're all
about together."
to

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Homeboy gives
jobs to former
gang youth
Four Years of College

—

What Next? Economic Security!

With a Masters of Science in Taxation from Golden Gate University, your economic future will be secure with a career in
either the tax profession or as a CPA.
•

•

•

•

•

•

Obtain this degree in as little as one year, in a combination of in-person in downtown Seattle and online classes
Personal advising to create a customized degree-completion plan
Complete credit toward CPA exam requirements
Courses taught by subject-matter experts
A year from now, you could be in a tax internship or a full-time job in a prestigious PNW accounting firm or company
Part-time program also available with evening and online courses

In addition, in downtown San Francisco we offerfull-time accelerated classes starting August 2010. Earn your Masters
of Taxation or Masters of Accountancy degree in 9-12 months in downtown San Francisco and be working in a prestigious
Bay Area firm by the following spring busy season or summer.
•

•

•

Immediate entry into prestigious Bay Area accounting firms and companies
Paid internship positions with personalized career coaching
Professional development/career options workshops with accounting firm representatives

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Fr. Greg Boyle, S.J. is executive director of Homeboy Industries, which
employs about 400 former gang members.

Applications are being accepted now for summer 2009.
Call 206-622-9996 or email jmorgan@ggu.edu.

We'll get you started on a career path to economic security.
-

BUSINESS

I

LAW

TAXATION

|

growing gang interventionprogram,

he related his experiences to the idea
of leadership.
"The goal ofleadership is to create
Texting, acronyms like OHN
(Oh Hell No), and stories about kinship. Ifkinship were our goal, we
attending a dinner at the White wouldn't have fighting," Boyle said.
House with two ex-convicts are "If our goals are large then our gains
not things considered to be a typiwill be as well."
cal part of life for a priest, but for
GraduateStudent and Leadership
executive director and founder of Development Coordinator Adam
Homeboy Industries, Father Greg Serafin organized the event and
Boyle, S.J., life can't be imagined as was the one that originally proposed for Boyle to be their
any different.

1424 4th Avenue, Suite 410, Seattle WA

|

GGU Seattle,

Aubrey Eyre
Staff Writer

TECHNOLOGY

SHINE
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Our mission is to

dismantle shame
Geattle University
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I just started the Masters Program in

Communication and Leadership Studies at
Qonzaga University after completing my B.A.
at Seattle U! I'm really enjoying it and think
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Greg Boyle, S.J.
Homeboy Industries

"
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206.726.1717
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Limited delivery area.
$10 minimum order
View menu at

www.pagliacci.com

I BUY ONE PIZZA SLICE, GET THE SECOND SLICE FOR $1 H ||^^£aJ
I

Discounted slice must be of equal or lesser value.
Coupon required. Limited to one offer per visit.
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Expires April 15,2010.
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In 1988, Boyle held the position
of pastor in the Dolores Mission in
East Los Angeles, one of the city's
poorest areas with high levels of gang
'activity. He had not been there long
working with gang members before
he realized that he was about to bury
his 186 th youth gang member. After
this realization, Boyle took it upon
himself to make a difference in the
lives of gang members by providing
them with the opportunities needed
of the gang life that surrounded them.
Boyle started out by setting up
a bakery near his church where he
offered help to any gang member
that desired a job. The idea caught
on like wildfire and before he knew
it, Boyle was heading a nonprofit
called Homeboy Industries, the largest gang intervention program in the
United States.
"Our mission is to dismantle
shame and disgrace and to then
replace it. There are homeboys
from different gangs that used to
be shooting bullets at each other,
and now they are shooting texts,"
Boyle said.
As Boyle told stories of his years
spent with the many gang members that have become a part of the

speaker.

"I had heard [Boyle] speak in
San Francisco two years ago. He was
unbelievable, captivating and engaging," Serafin said. "He had so much
insight and provided inspiration
through his amazing stories."
Boyle's stories make it clear that
his experiences are vastly different
from those of most other priests, but
Boyle revels in this fact.
"I like standing where society
says nothing is there," Boyle said.
"I never set out to do any of this,
but I wouldn't give up Homeboy
Industries and my experiences there
for anything."

Homeboy Industries
employs about 400
former gang members.

to get out

Homeboy Industries now employs about 400 former gang
members and has a vartety of businesses they use to provide jobs, fund
schools and churches, and provide
members from gang communities
the opportunities needed to get a
fresh start.
"Some people ask how we get
them to come, but we are packed.
Our problem now is finding and offering enough jobs for all those that
want help," Boyle said. "They want
to be here, they want help, so now
we are working on expanding what
we have."

Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@su--epeGtador.com.
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Grassroots campaign testifies
before state legislature
and tuition-funded procuts, students have become increasgrams for legislative acingly involved widi efforts at other
tion since the cuts were
schools, particularly Seattle Pacific
announced.
University.
Private institutions have seen a
sudden increase in grass-roots activity to oppose the cuts, as well as TTie "lobby day" will
the backing and coordination of
private university lobbying groups allow students to
such as the Independent Colleges of
Washington (ICW).
testify before the
The provost's message noted
that Seattle University has been state legislature.
working with the ICW to oppose the cuts. Seattle U is one
of 10 member institutions in
SPU's independent Student
the organization.
Workers Solidarity group, which
While Seattle University does recently became an official organot currently have any student ornization at the institution, has organizations focusing on these budget ganized several events to increase
Cover

�

student involvement in Work
Study protests, including a "lobby day" on which students were
driven to Olympia to testify before
the legislature.

Working both independently
and with the ICW, Student Workers
Solidarity has invited students from
all Washington institutions to join in
their efforts. The group recently announced plans for personal meetings
with legislators Thursday, and has invited students at other institutions to
attend. According to the group, ICW
has also offered to provide up to $ 150
in funding for student transportation
to Olympia.

Seamus may be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com

Specs of the week
Bellarmine hail director
resigns position

Bellarmine hall director Megan
Hawleyresigned her position this
month after several conflicts with
Housing and Residence Life.
Hawley was walking on thin ice
with HRL after confrontations
regarding her work ethic threatened the security ofher position,
sources said.
as

Hawley, in her second year
Bellarmine RHD, vacated her

position two weeks ago.
Former Bellarmine assistant residence hall director Joey Smith was asked to
leave his academic program
in light of several incidents

Alvin Mangosing, assistant director for Residential Programs,
was initially rumored to be re-

placing Hawley as Bellarmine
RHD. Mangosing's three-year

HP
M|

stint as the Campion RHD precluded char from happening.

2010-2011
Iβ school year

Second year RHD

vacated her position

two weeks ago.
There is a three year limit on

Section editors
Writers
Photographers
Designers
Ad reps

Patrick Rossman will be leaving his position this year for
that reason.
At least two RAs from
Bellarmine and one in Chardin
have vacated their positions in
the last month.
Multiple resident assistants in the residence hall say
there is no connection between Hawley's departure and
the resignation of the two
Bellarmine RAs.

New pavilion study space
available
In a continued response to student requests for additional study
spaces, Student Development and
Facilities working with ASSU,
have opened a new 24-hour
quiet study space in the Student
Center Pavilion.
Assistant vice president of
Student Development Michele
Murray sent a school wide e-mail
announcing the opening of the

j Send resumes, cover

i letters, sample pieces to

I editor@su-spectator.com

A lack of study
space is a concern

conversion of Pavilion 050.
Students may now use their
identification cards to access
the lower Pavilion after hours,
and the space itself has been
outfitted with furniture similar to the equipment in the
Interim Library.

Cobb leaves Seattle U after
22 years

Megan Hawley

how long one may be in a Seattle
U RHD position. Chardin RHD

Openings:
lW Editor-in-chief

to a

university-owned space at the
north end of the Rihanna building across from 12th Avenue in
order to open up that space in the
Pavilion for student use.
The lack of 24-hour study
space has been one of the larger
concerns surrounding the library construction project. The
Student Center and the upper Student Center Pavilion
are available as study areas
until midnight.

regarding plagiarism.
surrounding the
But due to his experience as
a hall director and familiarity
library project.
with Bellarmine RAs and operations, Smith has been appointed
Bellarmine's new RHD, where he
But aside from study lounges
is expected to at least finish out and lobbies within residence
the year.
halls or the reading area in the
When asked about the University Services building,
situation, the Bellarmine resithere was no common early
dent assistant staff refused
morning study area until the
to comment.

■ for the

February. CES relocated

study area.
Pavilion 050, in the lower
level of the building, housed the
offices of Conference and Events
Services until the beginning of

Fr. Gerald Cobb,

S.J.

has

been named the assistant for
Formation and the assistant
for Higher Education for the
Oregon Province of the Society
of Jesus. The announcement was
made Feb. 17 by Oregon provincial Patrick Lee, S.J.
Cobb was originally slated to
leave Seattle University next fall
on a year-long research sabbatical. But since the announcement
of his new position, he has now
declared an indefinite leave of
absence from the university.
"I hope to return at some
point in the future to resume
my teaching and other work

the university," said Cobb,
head of Seattle U's Sullivan
Leadership Program.
Cobb will relocate to Pordand
where his new position will take
effect late July 2010. Cobb
will replace Patrick Conroy,
S.J., who held the position for
at

four years.
Cobb received a doctorate in English from the
University of Washington and
began ministering at Seattle U
in 1988.
An associate professor of
English, Cobb was once recognized by the Alumni Association
with an Excellence in Teaching
Award. Cobb has occupied several
roles at Seattle U. He was the head
of the committee that planned
the creation of the Chapel of
St. Ignatius.
Cobb leaves Seattle U after a

22-year stay.
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Fire Alarm
Feb. 19 6 p.m.

recommends

Public Safety and firefighters responded to a fire alarm coming
from the eighth floor of Campion.
The alarm was attributed to burnt
popcorn. Firefighters restored
the fire system and all units were
cleared.

Rim THEATER

I 'Legally Blonde' The Musical
OMG!!! Like, Elle Woods is totally coming
to Seattle and stuff. And guess what? She's
totally going to be singing songs! It's like
High School Musical, except, with ELLE
WOODS! The story, about Elle, that super
cute girl who was really chic and totally got
into Harvard because of the power oflove and
fashion was sooo inspiring to me! "Legally
Blonde" is, like, the best movie ever, and the
thought of seeing it on stage at the sth Avenue
Theatre makes me want to go on a shopping
spree for pink things and take my adorably
tiny dog along for the trip to the mall. Be
there at 8 p.m. and bring $25.50 for tickets.
Duh! Performances run Feb. 23 to March 14.

Disturbance
Feb. 20 12:45 am.
Public Safety and Housing responded to multiple reports of a
fight disturbance at a third floor
resident room and glass bottles
being thrown from the room's
window. The occupants who admitted to drinking alcohol stated
that an argument between two
of the residents developed into a
physical altercation.

rTTTH

music

I David Bazan

Alcohol
Feb. 2012:00 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing responded to reports of a significant amount of vomit on the fifth
floor hallway of Bellarmine. Contact was made with an intoxicated student who was witnessed
exiting the bathroom after the
vomit was found in the hallway.
The student was still intoxicated
but able to care for himself. The
Housing Custodian on-call was
contacted and responded to
clean the hallway.

Suspicious Person
Feb. 201:50 a.m.

Pr, nuirq(j

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
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Seattle University's men's
basketball team as they compete against
California State-Bakersfield. All proceeds
from the game will go directly to the Catholic
Relief Services to aid Haiti in rebuilding efforts. Students will have the opportunity to
see a game and give back to a good cause at
the same time. Tickets are free for students,
but money will be accepted for donations
at the door. 7:10 p.m. Feb. 27 at Key Arena.
Come cheer

KTJTOI

on

THEATER

gfj 'Eastern Standard'

The ReAct Theatre will be presenting a
staged reading of the critically acclaimed play
"Eastern Standard" by Richard Greenburg as
part of Elliott Bay's 1 lth Annual Staged Play
Reading Series. The play takes on hot topics
such as AIDS, homosexuality, homelessness
and life in modern times. Lauded by The
New York Times as "a play that captures the
romantic sophistication of the most sublime
comedies ever made in this country," when
it originally debuted, the play's new life as
a mix of spoken word and staging will put a
fresh spin on an already established success.
2 p.m. on Feb. 28, suggested donation of $5.

If you like couches with your concerts, tonight is a rare opportunity to combine the
two. Don't tell anyone, it's kind of a secret, but
David Bazan, the popular local indie rocker is
SPEAKER
playing an unpublicized show in some lucky
Jared Diamond
guy's living room. The former frontman of
Pedro the Lion and Headphones, known for
his Christian themes, thoughtful songwriting What better way to kick off March than
and evocative lyrics will be performing at an to learn about the history of human sociundisclosed house for your listening pleasure ety from a Pulitzer Prize winning author?
(the location of the house is a secret until Jared Diamond, a professor of geography
your tickets are purchased). Tickets are very and physiology at UCLA and the author of
limited due to the small performance space, the prize-winning book "Guns, Germs, and
Steel" will be talking about the soon-to-be
so make sure to get them while they last.
documentary based on the book, the susfor
Tickets are available at Undertow.com
of history's great societies and the
tainability
$25. 8 p.m., Feb. 26.

H

tional as it is awesome. 7:30 p.m on March
1 and 2, at Benaroya Hall. Tickets are $35.
RVT3

MUSIC

I We Were Promised Jetpacks

Those darn Scottish are always so moody about
having to wear those little plaid skirts and
eat haggis. I'm sorry your celebrated cultural
cornerstones are somewhat socially unacceptable and unpallatable, my dear Scots, but you
know what? You chose them. Instead of whining uselessly, We Were Promised Jetpacks, a
group hailing from Glasgow, puts that angst
to use by crafting catchy and emotional rock
songs full of soaring choruses and verses
driven by dancy drumbeats. The band will be
performing at Neumos along with popular local group The Lonely Forest. March 2. Doors
open at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15 in advance.

mTWJI THEATER
| 'Chicago' The Musical
& About program is offerstudent's
the
chance to see prohibition
ing
era showgirls vamp it up on stage in the
newest production of the popular musical "Chicago." Before the Academy Award
winning film in 2002, Chicago was a longrunning Broadway production having been
performed estimatedly thousands of times
for sold out crowds. The production, set
to sizzle on its opening night in Seattle,
features all the burlesque style dancing, glitzy
old-timey showstoppers and comic bite the
film had with the added intimacy of a stage
performance. Tickets are $20 through SEAC
and can be purchased at the CAC. The show
opens March 3 at The Paramount Theater
at 7:30 p.m.

SEAC's Out

WA bill would privatize liquor sales
Seamus McKeon
Staff Writer

7

3

16

6

8

5

7

to

the

run out, which could leave
state in need of new revenue

sources.

The Washington State
Legislature, faced with fiscal and
budgetary restraints due to the
recession, is considering two bills
this session which would privatize
the sale of hard liquor in the state
of Washington.
The proposed legislation could
generate more than $100 million in

IT~2~~S~~<F

I Hoops For Haiti

implications of the recent earthquake in Haiti.
The event is part of a National Geographic
Live series, so it will be ensuredly as educa-

BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM

Public Safety contacted a non-affiliate male on the first floor men's
restroom of the Student Center.
The male was cooperative and
identification on re"he male was advised he
allowed to be in buildings
)sing and if found again
jrs he would be removed
3 property.

284561

sports

The two bills would either institute a system of auctioning licenses
for private sale, a method similar
to the one currently used in West
Virginia, or an unlimited licensing system similar to California's.
Sponsored by Sen. Tim Sheldon
and Sen. Rodney Tom respectively, the bills have sparked mixed

revenue for the state in the first year
ofprivatization alone, according to
articles this month in The Seattle
Times and The Stranger, among
other media outlets.

responses.
Gov. Chris Gregoire has opposed
die bill, noting the state would most
likely not see revenue from privatization until 2012, according to a study
by the State Auditor.
The report determined revenue
could total up to $277 million in
The proposal could
five years of privatization through
various possible reforms. These could
generate more
include the sale of the states distribution facility, taxation of privately sold
than $100 million in
liquor and die auction or sale of retail
licenses to vend hard alcohol.
revenue for the state.
Others have expressed concern
that die private sale of liquor could
The state is currently facing a lead to greater youth access to hard
$2.6 billion budget deficit for the alcohol. Rick Garza, a representative of die Washington State Liquor
coming fiscal year, as well as deControl Board (WSLCB), stated in
creased revenue due to the recesa legislative hearing on Sheldon's
sion. Officials worry this problem
onebill
that this claim is supported
be
some
exacerbated
as
may
time federal stimulus dollars begin by studies on ease of access at

by mrzarquon via flickr

The state is currently

facing a $2.6 billion

budget deficit for the
coming fiscal year.
private establishments.
"Our youth compliance rate
in our state liquor stores and contract liquor stores is 94 percent,"
Garza said. "In the private sector, it's 76 to 84 percent. So why
would we choose to go from a system that works right to a system

that provides more youth access to

alcohol?"
Privatization has been a topic
of dialogue in Olympia since the
19905, according to a report from
NPR's local affiliate, KUOW. In
1994, Gov. Mike Lowry supported
legislation to privatize the sale of
liquor, and Sheldon has advocated
such changes for over a decade, with
little success.
However the current budget crisis has led many to reconsider the
topic, opening debate for a possible
overhaul in the years to come.
Seamus may be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com
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Campus Voice:
What events should

Olympics?

de

bea thoe
Winter

Zach Kamine
Freshman, Biology

Elise Carlson

"I think they should add indoor
volleyball, and more team
sports."

"I think they should add inner
tubing. That would be fun to
watch."

Tori Inouye
Sophomore, Biology

Sophomore, Nursing

"I like the snow, but I just don't
know what to do with it. Maybe
adding sledding or a snowball
fight or even paintball with snow
would be cool."

"I think they should add inner tubing, sledding,
and most of all snowball fights."
Brittany Cooper

Freshman, Biology

Interviews and photos by Mary K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator
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The Unbearable Lightness of Being by Milan Kundera

Three Cups of Tea by Greg Mortensen and David Oliver Relin

The burden of levity

An inspiring cup of tea

It's

not surprising that beloved Czech
author Milan Kundera was born on
April Fool's Day. He makes no secret
of his obsession with humor and laughter; his breakout novel was titled "The
Joke," his most philosophically oriented
text is called "The Book of Laughter and
Forgetting," he has a collection ofshort
love stories called "Laughable Loves"
and he has written a seven-part essay
on the nature of the writer based largely
off the farcical encounters of Miguel de
Cervantes' "Don Quixote."
But Kundera's most popular and (arguably) greatest novel is also his most
humorless. Released in 1984, "The
Unbearable Lightness of Being" tells
the story of a hopeless marriage between
married couple Tereza and Tomas.
Tereza is ascetically faithful to Tomas,
but Tomas cannot prevent himselffrom
committing infidelities. The lovers obsess over their failing relationship, but

bring themselves to resolve
their differences in person, leaving them
feeling burdened by what Kundera calls
"The Unbearable Lightness of Being."
Kundera's forlorn tale resonates with
his readers because it shows that difficulties often arise in relationships not
from real problems, but rather because
when a person feels sad for no reason,
he or she tends to wax Dostoevskian
and "discover" the activity that merits
his or her sadness.
This literary leitmotif—feeling
guilty while being guiltless—is an experience every Seattleite can relate to. It's
not the rain that makes you depressed;
you simply use the rain as an excuse to
justify your own depressive tendencies.
Sometimes life is hardest when it is uncan never

bearably light.
Matthew Martell may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com

When

President Barack he builds schools throughout a reObama was awarded the gion that knows the U.S. best for
Nobel Peace Prize for its war-waging in the region has
2009, there were plenty of naybeen powerful. His Central Asia
who
felt
others
were
more
Institute supports 131 schools,
sayers
deserving. One of the most fremany of which Mortensen and the
quently mentioned names was Greg organization built.
Mortensen, an astounding humanMortensen's book is inspiring as
itarian living in Bozeman, Mont, it takes you through the trials of his
who was nominated for the prize by simple life; at one point, Mortensen
a number of U.S. representatives
lived out of his car while trying
and a U.S. senator. Pick up a copy to raise money to build his first
of Mortensen's first bestselling acschool. As Tom Brokaw says of the
book, "It's proof that one ordinary
count of his work, "Three Cups
of Tea," and you'll likely be wonperson, with the right combination
dering why he didn't receive the of character and determination, reprize too.
ally can change the world."
"Three Cups of Tea" is the enGiven this university's misgaging tale of Mortensen's mission sion, maybe it should be
to bring a politics-free, academic required reading.
education to neglected children in
Afghanistan and Pakistan. It seems Joshua Lynch may be reached at
simple, but Mortensen's impact as editor@su-spectator.com
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an extended list of reccomended reads,

including The Bottom Billion, The Little Prince, Blue
Like Jazz and The 13 1/2 Lives of Captain Bluebear,
visit su.spectator.com/features.
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you are looking to curl
author this winter who w
your notion ofwhat a bool
of and make every other be
read seem old and irrelevant,
managing to entertain and t
heck out of you, Jonothan S
is your man.
The infinitely innovative
author's second novel, "Extrei
&
Incredibly Close" was one
pieces of fiction to tackle 9/1
tragic event shocked America'
consciousness into disbelief.
The story follows nine year
Schell, a bright young vegan
phone-in-training, a tambour
siast, and a selfproclaimed em
whose father dies in the terro:
on die Twin Towers. Journe
wild goose hunt to uncover a«
sage he believes his fadier left I
he died, Oskar sets out on a
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and Incredibly Close by Johnathan Saf ran Foer

Excepting Girl With Curious Hair and
I to curl up with an
er who will destroy
bat a book is capable
other book you've
rrelevant, while also
ain and engage the
nothan Safran Foer
novative New York
:1, "Extremely Loud
was one of the first
:ackle9/ll after the
America's collective

lisbelief.
nine year old Oskar
ng vegan, a francotambourineendiuaimed entomologist
the terrorist attacks
s. Journeying on a
ncover a secret mesitherleft him before
out on a quest that

has him speaking to everyperson in New
York with the last name "Black," almost
kissing a grown woman, befriending a
hearing impaired old-man, and writing
letters to Stephen Hawking.
While the story is fantastic on its own,
it's Foer's unique style that makes the
book so worth reading. Utilizing "visual
writing" a method ofwriting that incorporates pictures, manipulates fonts and
line spacing, and generally seeks to tell a
story using means beyond simple prose,
die novel will re-define your conceptions
ofhow a book can tell a story.
"Extremely Loud" will make you
laugh, make you sniffle, make you think
and—in die end—make you physically
interact with it, providing an unconventional closing diat is impacting and powerful without even using words.
Kelton Sears may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

The Essential Kabbalah,
these books are available at the Interim Library.

All seven books are available from the Seattle
Public Library. Reserve a copy at www.spl.org.
Girl with Curious Hair by David Foster Wallace

Wallace re-examines the public figure

David

Foster Wallace's first
novel, "The Broom of the
System," began as the author's
senior synthesis at the University of
Arizona, and was published in 1987
(the same year he graduated). Two
years later—before he began to identify as a post-post modernist, before
he fell in love with footnotes—Wallace published his first collection of
short stories, "Girl With Curious
Hair." The book is a reimagining

of public figures, the first story following the short-lived career of a
Jeopardy superstar, complete with
cameos from a young and saucy Alex
Trebek. The final piece in the collection is more novella than short story,
starting with a master's program and
moving to a reunion for actors who
once played the McDonald's clown
in commercials.
Too much goes on in under 400
pages to fit fairly into a blurb. Most

of the stories do not end well but
the endings are as various as their
plots and styles. This is a good starting point for readers who might
not have been exposed to Wallace
before, as it is less obtuse than his
later work.
Mostly, the book is a love song.
"For whom? You are loved."
Frances Dinger may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

The Epic of Gilgamesh

Ancient tale of timeless adventure
They
Si
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say Beowulf was the original epic tale of a hero fighting
unrelenting odds in a vicious
battle between good and evil. But
before Beowulf, there was "The Epic
of Gilgamesh." Gilgamesh precedes
Beowulf by at least 1,500 years and
tells the undisputed original tale of
man with sword, man versus beast and
man with woman.
The tale begins with Gilgamesh, the
two-thirds god, one-third man ruler of
the city state ofUruk sometime in the
27th century BC. He rules the city

I

I

with an iron fist and the heavens send
Enkidu—Gilgamesh's heroic foil—to
upend the inhuman tyrant.
After a long battle, the two become
fast friends, slaying beasts and going on
action-packed quests of love, combat
and adventure.
The tale reads like an old school
thrill ride, pulling no punches as it
depicts grotesque scenes of blood and
gore as well as surprisingly sensual

love.
If you keep in mind that this 3,500
year old story was originally found
carved on about a dozen Akkadian
clay tablets, then it makes for quite an
epic read.
The Epic of Gilgamesh is one that
is hard to put down. It contains a little
bit of something for everyone, but adventure aficionados will find something
particularly special here.
true

sex scenes.

Gilgamesh also deals with themes
such as mortality, friendship and

Fernando Sioson may be reached
at fsioson@su-spectator.com

The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism by Daniel C. Matt

Kabbalah more than Hollywood hype
Ld
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Entertainment

news had a
several
field day
years ago
when Madonna announced
her devotion to the mystical Jewish
tradition known as Kabbalah. There
was much discussion about what
Kabbalah really is and why it is so
mysterious.
Daniel C. Matt offers a basic
understanding for the ancient tradition in his book "The Essential
Kabblalah: The Heart of Jewish
Mysticism,"drawing out many

aid those unfamilold tradition. Matt's
"Kabbalah" contains metaphysical
illustrations of how the world came
into being, why it was created, and
what the purpose of life is. It is difficult to put this book down because
of the poetic nature of these writings. The intense imagery and metaphors used to explain creation keep
the reader interested in his interpretations of the ancient tradition.
The book is also designed like a

explanations

to

iar with the

book of poems; any passage has the
ability to be read out of sequence.
Even after multiple readings of the
text, the words are still as fresh and
thought-provoking to your mind as
when you first read it.
"The Essential Kabbalah" is a
great book to keep at your bedside table to flip through on a
rainy day.

Brittany Traub may be reached at
traubb@seattleu.edu

The Road by Cormac McCarthy

McCarthy brings the world's end to life

An

important characteristic of a
winter read is the ability, with
the help of your imagination,
to take you to a completely different
place. This is even more true in a city
like Seattle, which is known for its
dreary winters. One novel that will help
you not only forget the rain but maybe
even be grateful for it is The Road by
Cormac McCarthy.
This post-apacolyptic tale focuses on

father and son who wander the earth
hopes of at least surviving until tomorrow. But when most humans, wildlife and even plants have been destroyed
in a huge nuclear disaster, is there
meaning in basic survival? McCarthy
writes in a straightforward, nonsense
fashion. Some of his sentences are incredibly blunt and emphasize the sense
of despair the characters feel. Yet, he is
still able to craft a sense of mystique
a

in

in humanity; with everything having
blown away, we realize how much of
our world and mentality have been created, not by nature but by humans. Just
make sure not to read it before bed— a
post-apacolyptic world is hardly peaceful. But I admit that is hard to do when
winter days only last until 5 p.m.

Jennifer Williams may be reached

at jwilliams@su-spectator.com
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Tamashek rockers overtake Seattle's Triple Door
Leader Ibrahim Ag Alhabib
reunited with his band for
the first time in a year
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
Contrasting the typical Seattle
drizzle, nomadic Tamashek band
Tinariwen whipped the sold-out
audience at Triple Door into a

dancing frenzy Tuesday.
Tinariwen—whose name translates from Tamashek into "desert
boys"—have one of the most rock
and roll back stories in modern
music. Lead singer Ibrahim Ag
Alhabib was born in Mali in the
'60s during a time of political
upheaval where his people—the
Touareg —were being imprisoned
and slaughtered by the Malian government indiscriminately. Ibrahim's
father was executed when he was a
young boy, and he spent most of
his childhood in refugee camps in
southern Algeria.
It was also as a young boy that
he met other orphaned Touareg
youth who introduced him to the
arts of poetry and music. Taking
cues from western rock acts like
Led Zeppelin and Jimi Hendrix,
Ibrahim fashioned a makeshift
guitar out of a tin can, a stick and
a bicycle brake wire.
In time, Ibrahim honed his
musical skills and started writing
his own songs and musical poetry
with other Touareg companions.
He spent time in a Libyan resistance army as a guerilla fighter as
part ofthe Gaddafi movement, and
he and his friends expanded their
musical ensemble while in the

military into the earliest incarnation of Tinariwen. The band has
spent the last two decades honing
a sound that blends western blues
and rock with traditional Touareg
folk music together into what the
blogosphere has labeled, for better
or worse, "desert blues."
And their arid, soulful folk/rock
fusion is precisely what their audience needed to dry off and warm
up at Triple Door. The band took
the stage with minimal fanfare, cofrontman Abdallah Ag Alhoussenyni
greeting the crowd with a touching
and cheerful "Bonjour, ca va," before launching into a just under
two-hour long set that convinced a
hundred audience members to leave
their comfortable seats to dance in
front of the stage to the collective's

compelling dusty tunes.
As if it weren't enough that the
members ofTinariwen were able to
make it to Seattle from the Sahara
to begin with, their set at Triple
Door was also the first date they
had played in over a year where Ag

Candace
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Eyadou Ag Leche (left) and Abdallah Ag Alhoussenyni (above) belong to Saharan blues band Tinariwen.
Alhabib was able to accompany his
fellow Touareg companions onstage. Ag Alhabib's stage presence
was sobering and stoic, his gaunt
face looking dead aheadand expressionless throughout the night.
But Ag Alhabib's emotional
nonchalance was countered by the
moods ofhis band mates, who were
at all times in high spirits on stage.
Backing vocalist Wonou Walet
Sidati filled in the wordless guitar
solos dotting each song with enthralling dances performed at the
front of the stage, and by the end of
the night bassist Eyadou Ag Leche
had taken center stage by complementing each swell of sound with
a ferocious, Led Zeppelin-esque
stage jump.
Tinariwen are not amazing

performers in the traditional rock
and roll sense; they don't rely on
any theatrics to enhance their show,
make room for almost no stage
banter and spend as much time
making eye contact with each other
as they do with the audience . But
with this almost casual approach to
live performance, Tinariwen transform their sets into practically spiritual experiences, their tendencies
toward soaring choral harmonies
and frenzied handclaps recalling
aspects of religious gatherings of
all faiths.
This captivating spiritual quality of their music is precisely what
makes it so powerful. Tinariwen
sing primarily in Tamashek—-an
almost extinct language—but even
as American audiences are totally

incapable of understanding what
their lyrics mean, they're also incapable of remaining impassive and
unmoved while Ag Alhabib and his
companions are singing and playing together on stage.
And the group is totally
conscious of its communal appeal; their last record was titled
"Imidiwan," which in Tamashek
means "Companions," but has a
mystical quality not captured by
its closest English translation.Their
music is focused unswervingly on
the ideas of love and faith and togetherness, and they capture that
same sentiment perfectly in their
live sets.
Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com

Self-taught artist brings western scenes to city
Veltkamp focuses mostly

Mary K. Bryant-Likens
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Joey Veltkamp, visual artist and curator for The New Guard and other
shows, has a studio in Hunthausen for winter quarter.
Aubrey Eyre
Staff Writer
Local visual artist Joey Veltkamp
has never taken an art class. In fact
he has never had any form of structured art instruction, yet he has
become a rising star in the Seattle
art scene.

Veltkamp's unique and original
style combines intricate and delicate beauty with scenes of rugged
landscapes and animals. Many
of his paintings are a single color

in different shades. His work

has

caught the eye of several better
known artists in the Seattle scene,
and he is organizing a show at the
Seattle Art Museum.
Veltkamp, currently on a trial
run for residency in the fine arts
department, first became interested
in making art about 10 years ago
while working at a tech company.
His boss gave him a gift certificate
to an art supply store, and he began to experiment with painting
and drawing.

on

scenes taken from his life. Growing
up in a western environment in
Montana, his paintings often depict nature and the majestic beauty
of the western landscapes. Most
recently, however, he has been
painting large canvases of simple
household items piled closely together to give a messy yet distinct
look. Something as simple as items
taken from the cupboard under
the sink can become inspirational
to Veltkamp if arranged in the
right way.
"The mundane everyday thing
what
is
interests me," Veltkamp
like
to take objects from
says. "I
life
that alone would be
my daily
but
if compiled in a cool
boring
can
come
together."
way
Local artist Gretchen Bennett,
who has been working with
Veltkamp, praises his loose, accessible style.
"He is very deliberate about
his art but it comes out as being
very off-hand," Bennet says. "He
approaches his art through hard
work and the natural unfolding
of his daily life. He takes what he
knows and then takes risks off
.
of that."
.

~,,,.

As another local artist, Bennett
recognizes the unique and strong
presence Veltkamp has developed
in the community. She says his
authenticity and casual manner
is what sets him apart and draws
people's interest. In turn, he is eager
to learn from anything other artists
will show him.
"I am a self-taught artist,"
Veltkamp says. "I'm like a sponge.
I steal ideas from other people, but
I am just upfront about it if I see
something I like. My peers are my
biggest teachers."
His studio on the Seattle U
campus is his first work space beyond his apartment. Having this
space, he says, has allowed him
more time and space to experiment
with new elements.
"His work has been more about
observations within his life and
space," says Francisco Guerrero,
fine arts professor who has been
working closely with Veltkamp.
"He focuses on simple things to
give them more ornate and decorative imagery."
Veltkamp is also the art curator
for the New Guard, a collaboration
of artists, musicians and chefs orga.nizipg,interaction and recognition.

among artists of all types.
"The other curators and I wanted to present a chance to show off
up and coming artists," Veltkamp
says. "Our only primary goal was to
pick out artists that are not already
celebrated £>ut whose work we feel
is interesting and unique."
Through his work with other
artists and his involvement with
the New Guard, Veltkamp has
been steadily gaining more recognition locally.

"It won't be long before Joey
Veltkamp blows up," Bennett says,
expressing that he is becoming one
of the most widely and favorably
recognized personalities in the
Seattle art scene.
Yet Veltkamp remains humble
about his status as an artist, and he
is excited to continue with inspiration from life as he is experiencing
it now.
"Being an artist is a self chosen
path, and it's hard, but it gives me a
lot of freedom," Veltkamp says. "It
seems to me that artists get away
with [a lot], so we'll see how it turns
out from here."

Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@,su-spectatpr.corn. V
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String octet celebrates black composers
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The Young Eight performed in Pigott Auditorium Saturday. The show featured
African and African-American composers for Black History Month.
Jennifer Williams
Staff Writer

somewhat of a reunion for the group,
since five of its founding members were

playing together.
Bows scurried and swayed through the air.
Several pairs of eyebrows furrowed as fingers
strained along the strings. Hearts raced as the
music jabbed, soothed and lifted.
The Young Eight—the only professional touring string octet in the United
States—performed in Pigott Auditorium
Saturday night. Quinton Morris, music
professor at Seattle University, founded the
group eight years ago while completing his
undergraduate studies at North Carolina
School for the Arts. The original group
included fellow African American string
players he had met in school, at festivals
and through friends.
The group, currently in residence at
Seattle U, hopes to expose new communities
to classical music and particularly to classical
string musicians ofAfrican descent.
Morris considered the night

"It's a really precious moment for us,"
he said. "It's somewhat of a celebratory

concert."
The concert was also a celebration
of black composers in honor of Black
History month.
The night began with several pieces composed by violinist Chevalier de St. George.
Although he was the son of a slave, he was
able to rise through French society in the
18th century through his music and fencing skills.
Saturday's event also offered other genres
ofmusic and performance, such as jazz and
spoken word. One of the group's violinists,
Kenneth Jarvis, is also a ballroom dancer and
showcased his talent during the show.
Earlier in the week, the Young Eight hosted an art talk discussion on campus. After
introducing themselves, the string players

offered advice to audience members on how
to make a successful career out of doing what
you love. They emphasized the importance
ofsetting goals toward which to direct one's
energy and passion. And along with skill and
passion, they emphasized, it is important to
know how to market one's abilities.
Fellow members praised founder Morris
for his ability to do just that—envision projects and follow them to fruition.
"He is a prophet; he will speak it and
it will happen," said Marian Green-Hill,
violinist and founding member. As a child,
Green-Hill trained with Project STEP, or
String Training and Education Program.
The program accepts promising children of
African or Latino descent and provides them
with weekly classes.
Green-Hill is now a teacher and artistic
director for the project.
The performers also shared their experiences playing and touring with the Young
Eight. In addition to playing, they also arrange the music, create an itinerary and or-

ganize

events.

"Being such a small group, you're going
to wear a lot of different hats," said cellist
Tahirah Whittington.
Green-Hill and Shelby Harris, guest violinist, spoke at the event, reflecting on the
impact the Young Eight has on audiences
and its own members.
"There's an exchange between those on
stage and the audience," said Green-Hill.
"You can become more alive when reacting
to the energy."
The group also gives its members the
opportunity simply to do what they loveplay music.
"What we do, that's who we are. Being an
artist is whoever you are and whatever you
do," Hafris said. "It's inseparable. We have
to make it fit into our lives.

Jennifer may be reached at
jwilliams@su-spectator.com

Newsom flourishes on new triple LP
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
When it was announced that classical-

ly-trained harpist and off-kilter songwriter
Joanna Newsom would be following up
"Ys," her five song, 55-minute long metaphorically autobiographical record featuring
a 29-piece orchestra with a two-hour long
triple LP, fans and critics everywhere were
more than little wary. But that's exactly what
she's done with her latest release for Drag
City records, "Have One On Me."
Even more astonishing: "Have One On
Me" is even better, more triumphant and
more assured than its ambitious predecessor.
It's Newsom's opus—a record that, despite
its delicate construction and elaborate instrumentation, sounds absolutely effortless.
Each of its 18 tracks captures the essence of
pure beauty, and the record finds Newsom
so comfortable in her oddball singer-songwriter skin—squeaky voice and all—it almost sounds farcical.
It's also the funniest record she's ever recorded, but her humor is black and dry and
so sophisticated it takes a couple oflistens to
every track to realize she's making jokes atop
her harp- and piano-driven songs.
The first (and probably best) joke on the
record comes during the first of five bridges
in "Good Intentions Paving Company,"
when Newsom casually breaks hearts with
the one-liner: "I said to you honey, 'Just
open your heart, / but I have trouble just
opening a honey jar." It's the kind oflyrical

gag that has defined the careers of indie
bands like WHY? and The Mountain Goats,
but coming from Newsom, the humor just
becomes devastatingly honest and humanizing. No longer writing prophetically and
cryptically, she now sounds like a well-traveled and well-spoken poet, a voice for the
latest generation of tortured intellectuals the
world over.

The record finds Newsom

totally comfortable in her
oddball musician skin.

"Have One On Me" also finds Newsom
exploring the limits ofher sound; her classical roots still shine through on most of
the tracks, but her music is now tinged
with elements of minimalism, free jazz and
experimental noise. Opener "Easy" ambles
listlessly along like a drunken dive bar piano
performance; spiraling nine-minute epic
"Kingfisher" explodes at every chorus with
almost kitschy symphonic flourishes; and
album closer "Does Not Suffice" dissolves
into the atmosphere with a string quartet
harmonizing tremolos in a way thatrecalls
James Blackshaw's "Stained Glass Windows"
or Radiohead's "Pyramid Song."
But Newsom's songwriting on "Have
One On Me" is synthetic, not imitative. She

isn't wearing her influences on her sleeve;
rather Newsom shows shehas an impeccable
ear for music and a knack for interpolation
and innovation.
If the record's lyrical subject matter is
less immediate than Newsom's narratives
were on "Ys" and her debut "The MilkEyed Mender," it's only because the four
years she's spent touring and writing since
"Ys" has refined her voice from her former
trademark quaver into something awfully
close to conventionally pretty. Whereas on
Newsom's past efforts her ambitious lyrics
were delivered melodically but out of tune,
her puzzle piece lyrics on "Have One On
Me" are even more difficult to decipher now
that most are sung dramatically in intricate
and irresistible hooks.
Before the album's release, many fans
and critics worried Newsom's latest project was overambitious, but somehow she's
managed to harness all ofher best musical
traits into one of the most dazzling folk
releases ofall time. Not a single note is out
ofplace on the album, and she grounds its
epic span with a confident nonchalance uncommon to even some ofthe most veteran
folk singers like Bob Dylan and Emmylou
Harris. If the current generation of music
lovers is allowed one legend like Dylan was
for the '60s, "Have One On Me" makes a
strong contention for Newsom to be that
iconic figure.
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This week's
new releases
Brittany Traub

Volunteer Writer
BOOK: 'Reality Hunger: A
Manifesto' by David Shields
In the age of Twitter and Facebook,
exchanged between people are being handed down with fewer words day
by day. Gone are the days of serialized
books like Dickens and the detailed brush
strokes on grand portraits from Jan Van
Eyck. David Shields calls for a new way to
express art and literature that mirrors the
crazy new world we are living in.
Shields' 10th book delivers a genrebending piece of literature tJiat not only
entertains but leaves room to mull on
the things that allow society to be what
it is. Shields' "Manifesto" is divided into
26 sections, each titled with a designated
letter from the alphabet, widi 563 numbered entries sandwiched between those.
He admits early on in the book that
"genre is a minimum security prison," letting the reader know what they are about
to read is going to be different from anything else they have picked up before.
"Reality Hunger: A Manifesto" is out
now from Knopf Publishing.
stories

MUSIC: 'Work' by Shout Out
Louds
The oohs and aahs never stop for Shout
Out Louds. Following their successful
2007 release, "Our 111 Wills," the Swedish
band gathered in Seattle for summer 2009
to record their latest album at Bear Creek
studios.ln "Work," produced by Phil Ek,
who has worked with bands such as Built
To Spill and The Shins, Shout OutLouds
are delivering more indie pop perfection
in "Work."
The first single, "Walls," leaves an eerily good impression on all who listen to
Adam Olenius (vocals, guitar). With a
sound like Arcade Fire circa "Funeral,"
the song begins with Olenius's vocals
and drums that slowly build to mesh
with piano and guitars. It continues to
pile on more surprising elements until
over halfway through when the sounds
come together and burst.
Those who are fans of Shout Out
Louds will enjoy their newfound more
hopeful sound as "Work" contains more
charm, more hooks and is a more cohesive
album overall than their previous two.
"Work" is out now on Merge Records.

FILM: The September Issue,'
on DVD
Anna Wintour, editor-in-chief of
American Vogue, is given a chance to
prove she isn't the "Devil in Prada" as
they say. "The September Issue" is a documentary of Wintour s journey compiling
the September 2007 issue of Vogue, the
largest single magazine issue in history,
containing 840 pages.
Director R.J. Cutler takes the viewer
through the hundreds ofhours Wintour
spends traveling to fashion weeks, fashion
houses, photo shoots and board meetings.
She may be undoubtedly crazy, but the

documentary offers an explanation for
why she is: she takes her job seriously,
and she understands the power she holds
in the industry. As the tagline suggests,
"Fashion is a religion. This is the bible,"
and all Wintour wants to do is spread the
good news.
Brittany may be reached at

Matthew may be reached at
copyOsu-spectator.com
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Old buildings, new stories
Pioneer Square's arts community uses the area's unique
character to its advantage

District stays bookish
without Elliott Bay
Matthew Martell

Managing Editor/Copy Chief

|

Candace Shankel

The Spectator

Seattle Mystery Bookshop on Cherry Street and Second Avenue specializes in mystery novels ranging
from pulp fiction to the more modern crime novels.

When people thinkof things to
do in Seattle's Pioneer Square, one
thing immediately comes to mind:
buy books.
The neighborhoods association
with literature is thanks in large part
to Elliott Bay Book Company, who
announced last fall that they would
be pulling out of their location of
36 years and moving up to Capitol
Hill. But even in the absence of
Elliott Bay, Pioneer Square stands
out as Seattle's most prominent
book district; it's home to a dozen
different independent booksellers,
and most of them carry used titles
that literary lovers can stockpile
without breaking their bank.
Located only yards away from
Elliott Bay's current location is The
Globe, a deep and narrow hole-inthe-wall bookstore with an inventory
that offers "a little bit for everybody,"
according to owner John Siscoe.
Siscoe and his wife Carolyn
started The Globe 30 years ago in
the University District and opened
their Pioneer Square location a decade later. Both stores are still going
strong

today.

The Globe stocks a small assortment of new titles, but most of its
inventory is used. For Siscoe, low
prices determine the bottom line of
what the store carries.
In the basement of the same
building is Newberry Books, an
even smaller cranny with a decided-

ly differentkind ofliterary specialCandace

Shankel | The Spectator

Globe Books located on First Avenue has carried a widerange of used books and high quality new books
for 20 years in Pioneer Square and for 30 years in their University District location.

ization. Owned by Mark Newberry
who lived in Japan for four years
the shop's shelves are piled with
books on history, art and all things
related to Asian culture.
A couple of doors down from
Newberry is Wessel & Lieberman
Booksellers, Inc., a store that offers
a hodgepodge, from antiquarian,
out-of-print texts to the hottest
new titles.
Just around the corner from
Wessel & Lieberman is Seattle
Mystery Bookshop, the city's only
bookstore specializing entirely in
mystery novels. From old "whodunits" to modern true crime tides,
Seattle Mystery Bookshop is the
place to go for readers looking for
a literary

Candace ShanKel | The Spectator

Since 1995, Newberry books has been selling books in history, art and Asian studies.
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thrill.

With all the different book vendors in Pioneer Square, it would be
easy to assume there would be hostility between the different shops,
but in truth they all agree tJiat competition isn't a thought that often
crosses their mind.
"Bookstores are synergistic,"
says Bill Farley, owner of Seattle
Mystery Bookshop. "The more you
havel in, the same area, the, better,",

Michael Lieberman, co-owner
ofWessel & Lieberman, couldn't
agree more.
"There's no competitive angle
[in book selling]," Lieberman says.
"When you're dealing with nonnew books, everyone's inventory
is different."
Newberry's biggest wish is for
Pioneer Square to turn into a bona
fide book district; according to
him, the collaboration between
book vendors is what keeps business successful.
"If you don't have something
someone's looking for, but you help
somebody find it anyway by sending them somewhere else, they're
going to remember you," Newberry
says. "The greatest satisfaction for
me is helping somebody find a
book they've been looking for—
it's like a birthday."
This cooperative agreement may
help each individual shop's sales,
but it's also a big reason why many
store owners are fretting the loss of
Elliott Bay.
"I think Pioneer Square will be
devastated by Elliott Bay leaving,"
Farley says. "We send a lot of people
to Elliott Bay for things we don't carry, and they do the same for us."
Lieberman's biggest concern is
that the Elliott Bay move is going
to hurt not only book business
in Pioneer Square, but business
in

general.

"[Elliott Bay] has been the retail
anchor down here for 30 years, and
obviously there are consequences
when any neighborhood loses that,"
Lieberman says.
But even as Pioneer Square owners fret the loss of the biggest name
in Seattle book vendors, they are
still hopeful that the neighborhood
will carry on as die prominent book
center in town.

"I'm not worried about my business," Siscoe says, "I'm worried
about Elliott Bay. But I'm glad they
played the move card, and not the
fold card. I don't know how their
move will affect [Pioneer Square],
but I'm excited to see."
For Lieberman, the real issue
of concern is not Pioneer Square
as a neighborhood, but Elliott
Bay itself.
"The neighborhood is not to
blame for [Elliott Bay's] move," he
says. "There's no difference between
Capitol Hill and here. The parking
is not worse down here ."
Even without Elliott Bay,
Pioneer Square has its own book
nooks for Seattle's bibliophiles. It's
just a matter of remembering these
reading rooms are there.
Matthew may be reached at
cQpy@su-spectator.corn ■. -,

■.
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Boutiques create unique venue
for new and local artists

erhtehthj

says
owner

John Mooney,

of Gems.
"Capitol Hill was

oversaturated."

The Spectator

Gems, owned by John Mooney, sells shoes but looks like a candy store.

anything, his experience has been
much more rewarding in terms of
networking and gaining exposure.
"It really opened up my stuff
to a whole group of people that
weren't associated with the traditional gallery scene," Huxley says.
"It's not a gallery, and so people
aren't just going to stop by there
on First Thursday."
Although Gems also participates
Candace Shankel The Spectator
in First Thursday, Mooney takes
pride in his shop and 619 attract- Deli sells clothes by independent designers and shows local artists.
ing a different, younger crowd than
art-centric things like that, I think
most galleries do.
Mooney says. "You have that feelit's really important."
"All the galleries on Third shut ing of being exclusive."
down early; we're the ones who are
For Heigh, it's all a part of stayGems actually recently announced its closure so Mooney ing true to the neighborhood.
partying at 10," Mooney says.
Gems uses the back room for could pursue other business op"When I think of Seattle, I
its First Thursday showings as well portunities. Before the announcehonestly think of Pioneer Square,"
as for some musical performances,
Heigh says. "The historical landment, however, Huxley said he
where artists play songs and talk hoped businesses would continue marks around here, the architecture,
about them to a crowd under 150. the collaboration with artists that the whole art scene—it's just a matHe says it's a unique kind of venue Gems and Deli have modeled.
ter ofletting everyone else know this
for Seattle, and the off-the-path feel
"Some of the galleries and busiis a really cool neighborhood."
of Western Avenue contributes to nesses in general have been shutting
down, so I think [...] to have places Mary Pauline may be reached at
its atmosphere.
"It's a more intimate venue," like that step in and start up cool entertainment@su-spectator.com
:

:
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finest fromages—or in this case the
finest fashion. Designer jeans sit in
what's an open ice case (sans ice),
shirts are on display in the fridge
and the fitting room is a walk-in
meat closet.
But Heigh also wants to use his
space as a venue for new artists.
Each month, Deli displays the work
ofa different local artist and participates in First Thursday. In lieu of
taking a percentage commission of
the displayed artists' sales like traditional galleries do, Deli owner Max
Heigh asks each artist to contribute
a design to its Deli Artist Series of
limited-run t-shirts.
"That was a no-brainer for me, as
soon as he said that was his commission was to design a shirt for him,"
says Alec Huxley, a painter whose
art has been on display at Deli.
"Obviously anyone would love to
have their artwork on a shirt."
This is only Huxley's second
show. His first was at a traditional
gallery, and Huxley says that, although he has yet to actually sell

r

company).

"More businesses are opening
up, and it's attracting more businesses to come this way," says Max
Heigh, owner of Deli, a men's lifestyle fashion store on Yesler Way
near First Avenue, which opened
in May.
These shops on Western, all
of which have opened in the last
two years, sit right next to the 619
building, an artist studio space and
popular destinationfor the Pioneer
Square First Thursday Art Walk.
"With some more of these businesses opening up down on Western
and down in this area, hopefully
they get more involved in [the art
scene] as well," Heigh says.
As the name suggests, Deli is designed to look like a delicatessen,
inspired by Heigh's family businesses. Heigh says he wants to bring
back the idea of a deli as a place
that only sells the choicest cuts and

|

>

ture

Candace Shankel

1 5

The candy store concept was
meant to be a temporary "popup shop" design for the holidays,
paying homage to the candy stores
that used to line First Avenue in
the late '70s and '80s. The design
stuck, and it's been pulling customers into Mooney's shop—for shoes
and sweets.
But Gems is not the only boutique in the neighborhood attracting attention. Western Avenue
alone has also seen the recent openings ofKaren's Vintage Couture (a
high-fashion thrift store benefiting
nonprofits) and Neodandi House
of Couture (an edgy custom cou-

Galleries and artist lofts reinvent historic spaces
Brittany Traub

Volunteer Writer
The charming art galleries
lining Third Avenue in Pioneer
Square are only enhanced by the
equally charming historic buildings housing them. Yet these
beautiful old buildings were once
in danger of no longer being a part
of the city.

Judith Rinehart,

Mary

K.

Bryant-Likens

|
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The Foster/White Gallery is the neighborhood's oldest art dealer.-

manager of
the Foster/White Gallery, Pioneer
Square's oldest art gallery dealer,
credits the galleries in the neighborhood for saving the now landmark
buildings. Many were at risk ofbeing knocked down to extend the
downtown business district. Today,
much ofPioneer Square is protected as a National Historic District
and is known for being the biggest
source of hosting artist exhibitions
in the Pacific Northwest.
One organization involved
with preserving historic buildings in Pioneer Square is Artspace.
Artspace began in Minneapolis in
1979 and its mission "is to create,
foster, and preserve affordable space
for artists and arts organizations."
The organization has since
spread to regions across the country. In Seattle it established the
Tashiro Kaplan Artist Lofts on
Third and Washington.- Above the

artists' galleries there are apartments for the artists.
Like the Tashiro Kaplan Artist
Lofts, the OK Hotel houses gallery
space open and artist apartments.
What opened as a hotel in 1917
went on to be a cafe and music venue in 1988, famous for being the
venue where Nirvana first performed
"Smells Like Teen Spirit." Now, the
OK Hotel opens its gallery space to
the public on the first Thursday of
the month, along with the other gallery owners in Pioneer Square.
Elsa Perez, intern at Gallery
110, believes the historic spaces in
Pion'eer Square are the perfect center for housing Seattle art.
"By putting contemporary art
[in these historic buildings], it pops
more," Perez says.
Similar to the Meatpacking
District in Manhattan with highend fashion boutiques, Pioneer
Square is a smaller scale version
littered with galleries in a concenT
trated area.
"Art tends to go where cheap
rent is," Rinehart says.
The smaller scale also allows for
a more supportive environment
for artists.
"Galleries have good' relations
[with each other] in Seattle, unlike New York [where it] is cutthroat," says Catherine Person,

gallery director and owner of the
Catherine Person Gallery on Third
Avenue. "We visit each other's new
exhibitions. We sometimes borrow
each others power tools."
Galleries generally welcome

passersby—even those not looking
to purchase a piece.
[Seattle] is particularly acces"

sible for the arts," Rinehart says.
Seattle contains many pieces of
public art on sidewalks or among
its varied architecture. The organization 4Culture was established
to help instill accessible art in the
Seattle community, and now 1 percent ofall funding for new public
structures in Seattle is required to
go toward an artistic contribution
to the project.
4Culture also sponsors a Public
Art Cell Phone Tour, which functions like an audio tour in a museum but for touring the public art
around Seattle. Most of these public art structures on the phone tour
are clustered in. Pioneer Square.
The tour is just one more sign
of the art scene in the neTghborhood. Showing fresh pieces in old
spaces, Pioneer Square's art scene
thrives in bridging the old and
the new.
■
-

•

Brittany may be reached at
traubb@seattleu.edu
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Redhawks fall to
CSUB on senior
night 64-44
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer
The Seattle University women's
basketball team lost to California
State University Bakersfield 6444 on an emotional night. It was
the last home game of the season
at Connolly Center, it was senior
night as well.
The 387 in attendance thanked
Cassidy Murillo, Ashley Brown,
and Mercedes Alexander for
their hard work with the team.
Alexander's season has been especially tough, having to sit out
due to ineligibility. Her presence
would have been extremely valuable that night.
-

We couldn't get to
the basket enough.
Their quickness
bothered us.
Joan Bonvicini

Head Coach
The Redhawks simply could
not keep up with the aptly named
Roadrunners. Seattle U did not
have an answer for CSUB guard
Katie Williams, who zipped
around the court with tremendous

energy, posting 19 points with
seven rebounds, two assists and
three steals. Tamiko Davis, Amber
Williams and Kelley Tarver all
scored double-digit points for
the Roadrunners, and the team
shot a collective 48.1 percent
from the field. Seattle U shot
32.1 percent.
The Roadrunners' athleticism caused problems for
the Redhawks.
"We couldn't get to the basket
enough," said head coach Joan
Bonvicini. "Their quickness bothered us."
While the Seattle U season is
not over yet—the Redhawks face
Florida Gulf Coast on March 6 in
Virginia —thoughts of rebuilding
for next season are starting to begin. Replacing the current leadership will be tough, especially given
Murillo's value to the team.
"She's really mature beyond her
years," Bonvicini said. "She has a
really good view, especially for
someone who is young, about not
just basketball but what it means
to be a good teammate."
As the Redhawks rebuild, an
emphasis on scoring will be needed. Only Tatiana Heck broke double-digits with 22 points. The next
closest were Maggie McCarthy and
Murillo, each with nine. Murillo
also snagged seven rebounds, one
assist and two steals.
Statistically speaking, the teams

Clara Ganey

|

The

Spectator

Junior Tatiana Heck heads for a layup during Saturday's 64-44 loss
against CSUB. Heck scored a game-leading 22 points.

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Team captain Cassidy Murillo hugs fellow teammate Ashley Brown during Senior Night at Saturday's game
against California State University Bakersfield. It was Murillo and Brown's final home game.
-

were almost even on everything except field goal percentage.
According to Bonvicini, part
of the building process is setting
a timeline for success.
"We are way behind. We are
way behind because the penalties
and everything, and that put me
two years behind my calendar,"
Bonvicini said.

Wherever Seattle U is on the
timeline, the quality of their character is doing just fine.
"I think you could tell we have
really good kids on this team because it is a really great school,"
Bonvicini said. "The kind of
people who come here are great
people. It is an excellent institution and we are going to put out

an outstanding basketball team,"
Bonvicini said.
Seattle U plays Florida Gulf
Coast University in the Longwood
Tournament March 6 in Farmville,
Va. Their second opponent of the
tournament is to be determined.

Dillon may be reached at
dgilbert@su-spectator.com

SEASON PREVIEW

Baseball fails to hit the mark
Seattle U baseball's
first season in 30 years
off to 0-3 start

need to rely on an inexperienced
squad. A mix of freshmen and
junior college transfers make up
die nucleus of inexperience at die
Adam Johnson
D-I level.
Volunteer Writer
Although the Redhawks are
short on experience, they're not
Seattle University is off to a lacking on talent. Buser and
rocky start in the first season of junior infielder Josh Kalalau
"baseball at the university in 30 look to display strong offenyears. The resurrected baseball
sive numbers and lead a young
program expects to win at the offensive squad.
Division I level.
Freshman infielder Nate
The Redhawks opened their Roberts and freshman catchseason on the road with two er Steve Kirbach are two
games against Washington State players that aim to be maUniversity last weekend. Seattle jor offensive contributors to
U was defeated 11-6 by the the team.
Cougars Saturday and suffered a
23-0 blowout Sunday.
Seattle U dropped its home We can trust the
opener 21-7 against Saint
Martin's University Feb. 23. experience of our
Seattle U has worked with the
city of Bellevue to allow the» coaching staff.
Redhawks to call Bannerwood
Park their home field for the enDoug Buser
tirety of their season.
Outfielder
However, players and
coaches expect to focus on the
little things rather than wins
On the other side of the ball,
and losses.
the pitching staff has a similar
"It's going to be a learning mix of inexperience. Arlo Evasic,
curve for everyone," said senior a junior transfer from Everett
outfielder Doug Buser. "We Community College, leads the
just have to expect hard work Redhawks on the hill.
and have a competitive atti"My job is to go out there
tude, and wins will take care • and set the tempo, contain their
of themselves."
hitters and give my hitters a
Buser is one of only two playchance to put runs on the board,"
ers on the squad with D-I expeEvasic said.
rience, so the Redhawks will
Evasic is complemented by

other community college transfers, left-handed pitcher Connor
Spink of Lower Columbia,
and right-handed pitcher
Blaine Jones of Saddleback

Junior College.

"We are going to have to
rely on the experience of our
JC guys to go out and be
competitive at the Division
I level," said pitching coach
Dave Wainhouse.
Inexperience is the common
theme among players, but it is
the experienced coaching staff
that provides a big upside to the
Redhawk baseball program.
"We can trust the experience
of our coaching staff to prepare
us for every challenge we face,"
Buser said.
Head Coach Donny Harrel's
experience at the D-I level includes assistant coaching jobs
at the University of Washington
and Oregon State University.
Wainhouse, a former first-round
draft pick out of Washington
State, brings 13 years of major
league experience.
The first'season in D-I for the
Redhawks has already proved to
be a tough one. Inexperience
and competition against the
likes of Washington State,
who the Redhawks will face
again in April, and Creighton
University will make this season a
bumpy ride.
Adam may be reached at
johnsi 13@seattleu.edu
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Cheer squad to
add scholarships Kelsey Henan helps swim
team to best PCSC finish
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Taylor Olson
Sports Editor
Not only did junior Kelsey
Henan help set three school records at the final swim meet ofthe
season, she helped her teammates
the Redhawks' best ever finish

to

relay that set a new school record
of 1:36.58. In the final event of
the meet, the 400-yard freestyle
relay, Henan helped set a new
school record of 3:30.80, more
than three seconds faster than the
previous record. Each relay team
placed third at the meet.

at the Pacific Collegiate Swimming

Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator

Senior Erin Shiyama and sophomore Adam Trevino have been part
of the cheer squad during the transition to Division I.

Seattle U cheerleaders

step up their game during

D-l transition

"I think it is really important
that our cheerleaders are athletes as
well," he said.

Millspaugh hopes to have a competing cheerleading squad within

Zachary Dunn
Staff Writer

the next five years.

As Athletics expands to bigger
and more recognition, the

Now that they're

venues

cheerleading squad hopes to increase their intensity and become a
full-fledged Division I program.
Even though head coach
Travis Millspaugh described the
cheer squad he took on six years
ago as "Eight girls who coached
themselves and did the best they
could," the program has since
grown into an actual college
cheerleading program.
"Especially going Division I, it
has given us more notoriety both as
a cheerleading team and as a university, which in turn brings in more
recruits," Millspaugh said.
It is expected that tryouts for
next year's squad could be more

selective. Additionally,

next

year's

incoming freshmen and transfers
have an opportunity to earn a scholarship worth up to one quarter of
tuition. To be eligible for scholarship money, athletes would likely
have to be proficient at tumbling or
elite stunting. Tumbling is anything
ranging from the back handspring
to back tucks—those cartwheel-like
stunts typical of gymnasts. Elite
stunting is considered anything
with cheerleaders in the air.

Millspaugh hopes to
have a competing

getting scholarships,
that's going to bring

a lot more people.
Erin Shiyama
Cheerleading Captain
He believes there is a lot of untapped talent within Washington
state and would like to bring competitive cheerleaders to Seattle U.
This is a real possibility, according
to Millspaugh, because of the way
the program is growing and because of the support provided by
the Athletics Department.
"The only way is up," Millspaugh

said.
The cheer squad consists of 14
cheerleaders and one head coach
responsible for choreographing all
the routines.
Practices have remained pretty
much the same since the switch to
D-I. On top of two game performances a week, practices are three
days a week for three hours each.
Practices consist ofa warm-up mile,
practicing routines and conditioning. With an intensive summer boot
camp, cheer camp and summer
practices on top of a fall to spring
season, cheer is a year-round commitment,

squad within five years
"Now that they're getting scholarships, that's going to bring a lot
more people," said cheer captain
Erin Shiyama. "So that is going
to make the program even better
and bigger."
Millspaugh still sees room for
improvement and would like to
increase the intensity of the program. This means making it a full
tumbling team, where everyone has
gymnastic abilities and dances at a
college level.
Making the cheerleading program match the level of athletic
ability of the rest of the university
is critical, Millspaugh said.

according to Shiyama.

Since the shift to D-I, the cheer
squad hasn't seen much of an increase in travel. They usually only
travel to cheer at games in Portland,

but this

past

Thanksgiving week-

end they made a trip to Las
Vegas with the men's basketball team. The trip was a first for
Seattle U cheerleading.
"I think it's awesome that since
we are cheering in the Key Arena
now we get a lot more fans and
school spirit. I think that really
helps us," Shiyama said. "I personally would rather cheer in front of

thousands ofpeople."
Zachary may be reached at
zdunn@su-spectator.com

Conference Championships.
The Seatde University women's
swim team rounded out its 20092010 season witJh a diird-place finish at the PCSC Championships
Feb. 10-13 in Long Beach,
Calif. Their previous best finish
was seventh place in 2005. The

lady Redhawks
place going in

fourth
the last day

I swam completely
different events

and saw more

success.

were in

to

of competition.
"We really stepped up and
proved we're good enough to
compete. We definitely shocked
the entire conference," Henan
said. "It was a race for third

with Pepperdine."
The Seattle U women were able
to pull ahead of Pepperdine and
secure their third place finish on
the final day of competition.
Henan, a junior economics major, was part of three record-setting
relay teams over the course of the
meet. On the first day ofcompetition, Henan swam the third leg of
the 800-yard freestyle relay which
smashed the previous school record by more than nine seconds
with a time of 7:40.60. She was
also part of die 200-yard freestyle

Kelsey Henan
Swimmer

"It was die most exciting conference we've ever had," Henan
said. "Everyone was swimming at
a higher level."
For her individual events,
Henan, who has swam distance in
die past, competed in the 50, 100

and 200-yard freestyle events.
"I swam completely different
events and saw more success,"
Henan said.
Instead of focusing on getting in as many yards as possible
at each practice, Henan shifted
her training toward sprints and
power-intensive training.
"I swam so many miles for so
many years," Henan said. "I didn't

GoSeattleU.com

Henan helped break three school
relay records at PCSC Champs.
check out because everything was
new and interesting."
The camaraderie and supportive nature ofher teammates is one
ofher favorite things about swimming at Seattle U.
"There's hardly any division
between the older and younger
swimmers," Henan said. "It's a
good mesh."
Next season, Henan will be one
of two seniors on the team. She
said after the completion of her
collegiate career, she plans to take
a break from swimming.

Taylor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com

Seattle U defeats San Jose
Spartans on the road
Liz Mathews
Contributing Writer
In

the

a

game that

came

percent from the field to San

down

to

the Seattle University
Redhawks pulled out a major road
win in San Jose. Fighting for every
last point, the Redhawks sealed the
wire,

deal in the final seconds to beat the
Spartans 90-88.
A three-point shot from the
corner by Seattle Us Taylor Olson
bagged thefirst game-winning shot
ofhis college career.
With just 10 seconds left on
the clock, the Spartans were up by
one after Mac Peterson sunk both
from the line. Finding himself
with the ball and the shot, Taylor
Olson put it up for three and never
looked back.
After failing to take the lead a
single time in the first, it wasn't
until the final four minutes ofthe
second half that the Redhawks
were able to go up by five. In fact,
Chuck Garcia—with 20 points
on the night—scored 17 of those
points in the second.
The Spartans started strong
with as much as a 13-point lead
in the first period. Hanging tough,
the Redhawks were able to narrow
the Spartans' lead to just four at
the half, despite shooting 42.9

Jose the

State's 60 percent.
Reversing the shooting trend in
the second period, the Redhawks
slowly picked away at the Spartans'
lead. Seattle U shot 60 percent
from the field and San Jose State
only 44 percent in the second half.
It was the Redhawks' rebounding efforts that factored heavily
into the win, out-rebounding the
Spartans 37-24.

game with an impressive 52
points. The Redhawks' bench, once
again, consisted of none other than
high scorers Charles Garcia and
Alex Jones.
Inching closer to their goal of
ending the season over .500 with
the hopes of a tournament appearance,

the Redhawks

return to

the

Key Arena Saturday night to face
California State Bakersfield.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com

Seattle U's Taylor
Olson bagged the first

game-winning shot
of his college career.
Seattle U's Alex Jones had
another high scoring night at
17 points but was credited with
a whopping six turnovers in the
game. Cervante Burrell managed
14 points, and Taylor Olson—with
his game winning three-pointer—
had eight.

The totally odd

stat

of the

game? The Spartans' bench didn't
score a single point on the night
while the Redhawks' crew finished

GoSeattleU.com

Taylor Olson scored the gamewinning shot against San Jose.
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EDITORIALS

Homophobia in
military must end

An impressive showing
at Dance Marathon
The relatively small size of Seattle University prevents it
from hosting overly large fundraising or charity events, but
this doesn't stop us from trying.
The amount of funds raised at Dance Marathon each
year is continuously growing and is a testament to this
university's commitment to caring. The first Dance
Marathon two years ago raised $5,000. The event then
raised $13,000 last year and culminated in a $20,000
outing Saturday.
Being able to quadruple a charity event's proceeds is quite
the accomplishment no matter how you look it. It is quite
possible that next year's DM could surpass even this year's
mark. An optimistic question: Just how much money could
Dance Marathon raise?
Some Marathons on the east coast, such as the one recently held at the University of South Carolina, consistently
raise more than $100,000 for charity each year.
If Seattle U's event continues to grow at this pace, then
that six figure mark might not be too far off.
The credit all goes to the event's organizing staff and
the participants who went out of their way to raise these
funds for Seattle Children's Hospital. Their time and
dedication to this cause has made Dance Marathon the
success it is and the success it will continue to be in the

Funny, we thought there wasn't any room for excuses in
the U.S. military.
But yesterday, when Air Force and Army leaders expressed
reluctance to repeal the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy,
that's exactly what we heard.
Among the reasons for not ending the policy, which permits homosexuals to serve in the Army as long as they keep
their orientation a secret, were these startling excuses: The
armed forces have been waging war for eight and a half years,
are currently engaged in two wars, and troops and their families will need time to adjust.
The grandest excuse of all came from Army Chiefof Staff
Gen. George Casey, who took issue with Sen. Carl Levin's
legislation that would immediately suspend dismissals from
the military because a soldier is determined to be gay. Casey
told Levin, "Anything that complicates [the issue] more, I
think I would be opposed."
An odd excuse coming from a man whose organization's
slogan has been in turn, "Be all you can be," "Army of One"
and "Army Strong."
The statements yesterday come as a step back from
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Adm. Mike Mullen's
testimony Feb. 2, in which he and Defense Secretary Robert coming years.
Gates expressed that the "don't ask, don't tell" should end.
The $40,000 raised so far all goes toward helpConcerns that repealing the policy could hurt morale, reing needy families and children with medical bills too
duce enlistments or otherwise sow discord are unfounded. high to pay. Their touching stories were shown on vidIndependent polls and studies confirm that. The military's eo at the event to remind participants what they were
hesitation stems from a fading culture of homophobia.
dancing for.
"No matter how I look at the issue," Mullen said, "I canThat is the most impressive part of any charity fundnot escape being troubled by the fact that we have in place a
raiser: That hundreds of caring students can come together
policy which forces young men and women to lie about who in any activity, dancing or otherwise, in order to help those
they are in order to defend their fellow citizens."
in need.
The forces of freedom shouldn't be discriminating against
We congratulate and praise Seattle U for its slick moves,
or stomping on the human rights of their own members.
both on and off the dance floor.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo Carosio
and Katy McCourt-Basham. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.

Why Twitter deserves my tuition
Joshua Lynch

Editor-in-Chief
Where can you engage with
of the top faculty in the
country, share your ideas with a
diverse range of people or anyone
willing to see them, and even get
a step ahead on finding a job or
an internship?
The answer's not Seattle
University—or any other university for that matter. In fact, there
isn't tuition at this school. It's so
übiquitous (it was the most used
word of 2009) that many overlook its best functions or dismiss it
as trivial.
But since I opened my Twitter
account in fall quarter 2009, I've
learned more from it than from
any of the classes I was taking at
the same time.
Many knock the social networking service and say it's a waste of
some

time. "Who wants to hear about
what everyone's doing?" they ask.
Of course, they're right. I don't
want to hear about what someone's
watching or what song they have in
their head. Though there are millions of users who do exactly that
and I'm guilty of it sometimes also,
there's an easy solution: Don't follow them.
Instead, Twitter is an opportunity for me to learn about media
from some of the best faculty in
the country. While most of the
academic world has been slow to
utilize the tool, select faculty nationwide use it to foster conversation about academic topics, link
to their ongoing work or link to
credible sources of information.
For example, following Jay Rosen,
arenowned new media professor at
NewYork University, is like taking a
class every day that challenges how
I view the media and informs me of

innovations and best practices. He
calls it "mindcasting" on Twitter,

"lifecasting."
In classes, students are limited
by their professors' knowledge and
the ability of other students. On
not

Twitter and the rest of the Internet,
students are limited by what they
can learn independently and how
much interest they have in a topic.
My classes this quarter have covered how to build Web sites in iWeb
(I thought the purpose of Apple
software was to be easy enough
that a monkey could do it) and how
to get employment through traditional methods. In the same time,
Twitter users have taught me how
to code advanced features for the
Web, about new business models in
journalism to consider and how to
clean up my copy. I was hired for an
internship from people who follow
me on Twitter, and while writing
this, was notified I won a trip to a

journalism conference in NewYork
City because of my work on The
Spectator's Web presence, including
its Twitter, @SU_Spectator.
While Twitter is especially relevant for students of communication, influential people and organizations in many fields have taken
to using it. Twitter is the easy way
to network with and interact with
professionals in a students' field.
Meanwhile, job opportunities are
frequently tweeted by organizations
or job sites. Careful "mindcasting"
will impress followers—among
them, prospective employers.
Textbooks and classrooms lay
the foundation but an ever-growing
online world can take students farther. And the fare is $0.
Follow Joshua on Twitter
@

Joshua_Lynch.

Josh may be reached at editor®
su-spectator.com
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Who wants to watch ice dancing?
Why sports fans are enraged with NBC
Delayed games and
problematic online "live feed"
among NBC's many failings
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
If you thought NBC choosing Jay
Leno over Conan O'Brien was bad, evidently it was just a warm-up for a whole
lot of other terrible choices during the
Vancouver games.
NBC is totally dropping the ball in its
winter games coverage. In addition to tapedelaying events that are happening right
in our backyard, they are making bad decisions on what they are choosing to show
and where they are showing it and, perhaps
most annoyingly, how they are chopping up
the events to be "easily digestible" and "uni-

Olympics coverage online, NBC forces users
to prove that they subscribe to a premium
cable package (I don't, I had to call my par-

The way NBC is covering these games
is a total drag to actual sports fans. The real

their Comcast account information). Even after proving you have cable, the
full-screen video player is cluttered and contains a huge banner ad and a ton of wasted
space. Almost a third of the screen space
on a standard HDTV is wasted by either
ads or player controls that you can't hide,
and the picture is in a box in the middle.
The online hockey feed buffered constantly
and seemed to cut to commercials at random times, sometimes in the middle of

ing events is ruined when the winner has
been spoiled to you by print and Web media hours before the event even shows on
TV, and in this day and age those sorts of
things are impossible to ignore. Meanwhile,
perhaps one of the biggest stories of the
games so far is pushed aside to cable and
the Internet while the coverage on the
main network is people dancing around in
frilly outfits.
Sure, not a whole lot of people in the
U.S. watch hockey, but not a lot of people
watch figure skating aside from during the
Olympics, either. Olympics viewers will
watch events that are compelling and have
athletes that they connect with, and a U.S.A.
vs. Canada hockey game has all those.
I'm tired of having to avoid Twitter,
Facebook and seattletimes.com so I can live
in a bubble and have at least some amount of
suspense. I'm tired of only seeing Americans
doing their ski runs and having three minutes
ofcommercials per five minutes of content.
I'm tired of the hassle I have to go through
to watch any kind of live events. NBC: It's
2010. You're being scooped by print media.
People consume media differently now, and
you better get your sh** together before
ESPN comes in and shows you how to really cover sports.

ents to get

intense action.

NBC: It's 2010. You're

being scooped by print

media. People consume
versally" appealing.
For example: You may have heard that
the United States beat Canada in hockey media differently now.
Sunday in one of the most anticipated
events in the entirety of these games. You
probably didn't watch it, however, even if
In the meantime, real NBC was showing
you wanted to. Despite the game being a tape-delayed bobsled race from five hours
the most viewed TV event ever in Canada, before. After that, they cut to in-depth coverNBC gave the game the cold shoulder. It age of ice dancing, a sport they say caters to
was relegated to cable network MSNBC and
their "largely female" Sunday night audience
online, so fans could either watch the game better than hockey. Then, they cut away sudin standard definition on a premium chandenly to show the last two minutes of the
nel or online, where a whole other set of hockey game—also tape delayed—like it's
obstacles awaited.
somehow breaking news. Anyone who cared
In order to watch the game or any other knew the result hours ago.

excitement and suspense of watching sport-

Angelo may be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com
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Chicken Soup for
the Teenage Soul

Stuff White
People Like

The Student
Handbook

A People's
History of the
United States

That stupid textbook for your
stupid Core class
Sarah Palin's
"Going Rogue"

Tunnel in need of increased security
Taylor Olson
Opinion Editor

altercations. They've basically been hired
less-expensive alternative to off-duty
Seattle police officers; only there to "observe
and report."
The three guards in the tunnel did call
police officers when the Jan. 28 assault began.
However, it took police officers six minutes
to respond to the call. Five people have been
arrested in connection with the assault and
robbery that took place that day.
In a city like Seattle, a response time of six
minutes is unacceptable. The city has several
officers on foot and on bike surrounding the
Westlake Station.
Since the incident, the sheriff's office
has assigned at least one officer to each stop
within the tunnel.
But some transit stations completely lack
security guards. A man was shot in the arm
Feb. 22 in a drive-by shooting at Sound
Transit's Mount Baker Station; police reported there are no security guards on duty
at that specific tunnel.
Olympic Security is starting to make
changes that would allow them to intervene
to break up fights in the tunnels. Guards
recently received three hours of training on
how to verbally diffuse an argument, but it
has not yet been determined how much training they will receive in self-defense. Their
as a

After the brutal beating of a teenage girl
took place at the Westlake Station Jan. 28,
King County Metro is planning to replace
the security firm responsible for monitoring
the tunnel.
The disturbing video of a 15-year-old girl
being kicked in the head multiple times while
three guards stood by and did not intervene
was played repeatedly on local news stations
and made national headlines.
According to The Seattle Times diere were
four aggravated assaults, four misdemeanor
assaults, four thefts, diree threatsand two acts
oflewd conduct reported out of 10 million
riders using the five tunnel stations in the
year of 2009.
But while the vast majority of riders are
safe when they use King County Metro, there
is clearly a need for security guards that will
intervene when necessary.
Kevin Desmond, general manager of
Metro Transit, said there are plans in place to
replace Olympic Security, the firm currently
under contract, "within the next few days."
Olympic's guards have, for nearly five
years, been operating under rules set in
place by the firm not to intervene in physical

guards in the tunnel are not armed.
Metro's contract with Olympic Security
doesn't end until this fall so their guards will
still be present while Desmond decides on
his plan, which involves another security firm
in the tunnel.

A Pregnancy Test
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homepage
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a response time of

The Gonzaga
Bulletin

six minutes is

unacceptable.
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True, Seattle has
towns in

is still

the

one

country.

of the safer down-

That being said,

it

city and incidents like assaults do
still happen. Guards, in order to be effective, absolutely need to be trained and able
to intervene when fights break out. And response times to a situation such as this need
to be dramatically decreased. A few tweaks
can help make Seattle an even safer city than
it already is.
a

There are homeboys
from different gangs
that used to be shooting
bullets at each other,
and now they are
shooting texts.
—

Father Greg

Boyle, S.J.
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public
safety

reports

lastlooks

Assistance of Official
Agency
Feb. 20 2:00 a.m.
A State Liquor Control Board Officer requested assistance contacting a university resident student who had used a fake state
identification card off campus to
purchase alcohol. Under the direction of the Public Safety and
Housing on-call staff assistance
was rendered and the student
was cited for possession of fake
identification.

Safety Assist
Feb. 20 10:00 p.m.
Housing and Public Safety responded to a disturbance that
consisted of shouting and crying from a seventh floor resident
room. Contact was made with
the resident who had admitted
to arguing with her boyfriend on
the phone. Public Safety confirmed the student was the only
one present in the room. Housing
advised they would check in on
the student periodically to ensure
she was ok.

Public Safety responded to the
Campion Lobby to meet up with

a student who had suffered a
knee injury while skiing. The student declined Public Safety offer
of medicalattention. Public Safety
later learnedthat the student was
transported to a local hospital by
private vehicle for further evaluation.

Touareg rockers bring 'desert blues'
to American soil
Candace Shankel

|

Medical Assist

Feb. 2011:50 p.m.

The Spectator

Alcohol
Feb. 21 1:40 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing responded to a report of vomit on
the 6th floor hallway of Bellarmine.
Housing advised Public Safety that
an intoxicated resident was responsible. The resident was contacted
and although intoxicated the student did not pose a safety concern
to himself. The Housing Custodian
On- call was contacted and responded to clean the hallway.

Nomadic rock outfit Tinariwen played back-to-back sets at Triple Door
Tuesday. Fusing musical influences ranging from classic rock to traditional Touareg folk to vintage blues, Tinariwen has made a name for
itself as one of the most successful African musical groups of all time.

Narcotics

Their powerful, spiritual records have been lauded by Led Zeppelin's
Robert Plant, BBC, Pitchfork and The New York Times.

Feb. 21 12:15 p.m.
Public Safety contacted two nonaffiliate males on the west side
of Garrand smoking marijuana.
The males were identified and
trespass warned from university
property.
Fire Alarm
Feb. 21 4:40 p.m.
Public Safety and irefighters responded to a fire alarm coming
from the 11th floor of Campion.
The cause of the alarm is unknown. The fire system was reset and all units cleared without
further incident.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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